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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

All pressurized water reactor (PWR) licensees have Technical Specifications, a.k.a. Tech Specs,
which govern the surveillance of the steam generator (SG) tubes. The Tech Specs do not
typically prescribe the nondestructive examination (NDE) methods or the locations where
specific methods are to be applied. The selection and application of supplemental techniques
such as rotating pancake coil technology probes has been specified by the licensee based on
ensuring tube integrity in accordance with the licensing basis and satisfying the requirements of
NEI 97-06. Inspecting tubes with specialized probes is generally more time consuming than with
bobbin coil probes, hence the slower probes have not been typically applied of the entire length
of the tube within the tubesheet that is subject to scheduled inspection. Limiting the extent of the
supplemental inspections is typically based on the degradation assessment and a tube integrity
evaluation. Such evaluations have shown that not inspecting portions of the tube within the
tubesheet would be inconsequential to the structural and leak rate margin during normal
operation and postulated accident events. The information contained in this report supports an
inspection basis for that portion of the tube explosively expanded within the tubesheet for plants
with Combustion Engineering (CE) designed SGs. The analysis demonstrates that degradation
below a specified threshold within the tubesheet designated as C* is not a concern regarding the
structural or leakage integrity of the tube.

Steam generator tube circumferential and axial primary water stress corrosion cracking
(PWSCC) has been detected in the tubesheet region below the tube expansion transition in CE
designed units. This report provides the recommended inspection length below the tube to
tubesheet joint expansion transition for qualified eddy current techniques to determine if a
postulated crack population leakage is within limits. All cracks that are detected above the
recommended inspection length are recommended to be plugged or repaired by current
requirements, but an undetected population of cracks is assumed to exist and accumulate in
uninspected region from the time that PWSCC is detected in the expansion transition area until
the end of steam generator life. The detection and removal from service of cracks in the defined
inspection length precludes any structural (tube burst by exit from the tubesheet) concern
Furthermore, testing and analysis results indicate that a postulated, extremely severe, undetected
flaw population below the C* distance would not be expected to be of significant concern during
normal operation or postulated accident conditions.

The recommended inspection length, i.e., C*, is based on results from a conservative test and
analysis program, supplemental to that of Reference 4, to ensure that the requirements for tube
structural and leakage integrity provided in NEI 97-06, Reference 2, are met. A description and
explanation of the testing and analysis methods are provided in this report. [

]ascXe The recommended inspection lengths are provided in the following table.
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Leak Rate Based
Inspection Length

Corrected for
Dilation and NDE

Plant (in.)
Plant CI 11.4
Plant N 10.1
Plants CF & CD 10.4
Plant CG 11.6
Plant CEI 10.4
Plant CE3 11.6
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE

Steam generator tube circumferential and axial primary water stress corrosion cracking
(PWSCC) has been detected in the tubesheet region below the tube expansion transition in
Combustion!Enginecring (CE) designed units. The Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG) has
conducted a project for the following plants to develop a technical basis for an inspection length
in the tubesheet region:

* Plant Cl

* Plant N

* Plant CG

* Plant CE, 2 Units

* Plant CF, 2 Units

* Plant CD

The purpose of the testing and analysis program was to develop an inspection lengththat
provides a reasonable assurance of structural and leakage integrity for the portion of the tube
within CE-designed tube-to-tubesheet explansion joints.

This report provides the recommended inspection length below the tube to tubesheet joint
expansion transition for qualified eddy current techniques to determine if the postulated crack
population leakage (below the inspection length) is within required limits. The inspection length
developed in this report is based on the limiting leakage criteria so that a pre-determined
assumed flaw population is conservatively postulated to be leaking at the rate measured in testing
or extrapolated from test measurements. The leak based inspection length is dependent on the
amount of tubesheet flexure at main steam line break conditions. Tubesheet flexure is plant
design dependent and the recommended inspection lengths provided in this report have been
determined on the basis of plant design using the tubeshect radial location corresponding to the
greatest flexure.

The recommended inspection length provided herein is based on the most conservative flaw
population and flaw characterizationassumptions that all tubes are degraded by 100%
throughwall 3600 circumferential cracks. All cracks that are detected above the specified
inspection length are'recommended to be plugged or repaired, but an undetected population is
assumed to exist and to accumulate below the inspection length from the time that PWSCC is
first detected in the expansiontransition area until the end of anticipated steam generator life.
The detection and removal from service of cracks in the defined insp'ction'length precludes any
structural concern, i.e., tube burst by exit from the tubesheet. This report provides the basis to
account for undetected flaw population leakage, assuming accident conditions, in condition
monitoring and operational assessment determinations.
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The recommended inspection length, entitled C*, is based on results from a conservative test and
analysis program to ensure that the requirements for tube structural and leakage integrity
provided in NEI 97-06 are met. A description and explanation of the testing and analysis
methods are provided in this report. Results from parametric testing of chemistry effects on leak
rate conducted in supplementary tests indicate that high temperature deoxygenated test water
yields results typical of those using simulated reactor coolant. Burst test results are unaffected
because of the test parameters are combined for use in the development of the recommended
inspection length. This report provides the technical basis for the recommended inspection
length.

1.2 BACKGROUND

Beginning in 1961, CombustionEngineeringpioneered the useofexplosive expansionforsteam
generator tubesheetjoints and termed it "explansion." The desired design features were to
provide an efficient method for closing the tube to tubesheet gap over the full length with
significant pullout strength, leak tightness and without imparting excessive residual stresses in
the tubes.

Tubeshects were, at that time, some of the thickest forged plates for any application in the world.
Tubesheet hole drilling was considered to be a time-consuming process with a high potential for
inspection rejection and manufacturing rework. [

]ace

Because the bobbin coil probability of detection (POD) for flaws in the tubesheet region is not
currently qualified in accordance with EPRI standards, POD is assumed to be high only for
relatively deep cracks. In general, industry practice is to assume undetected flaws are present
only if the particular flaw mechanism is believed to be present. The case presented in this report
is that the presence of undetected flaws in the tubesheet region below the threshold distance
criterion is inconsequential from a tube burst and leakage standpoint. Reasonable assurance of
detection of flaws in the region above the threshold distance will be provided through the use of
a qualified detection technique (e.g., +PointTN9).

In the late 1990s, tubes in Babcock and Wilcox(B&W) designed plants were discovered to have
cracks in the tubesheet region, leading the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission ANRC)
to issue of an Information Notice (IN 98-27) alerting the pressurized water reactor (PWR)
industry to the events. The B&W tube to tubesheet joint design is an open crevice with a short
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hard roll near the tube end, which has limited applicability to the CE design, but highlighted the
need to review inspection practices in this region.

Alternate repair criteria designated as W* were developed by Westinghouse in 1992, Reference
13, to address cracks in the tubesheet region for the Westinghouse explosive tube expansion
(WEXTEX) tube to tubesheet joint design. The application of W* provides for leaving axial
cracks in-service if they meet the W* criteria. The WEXTEX joint is similar in design to the CE
explansion joint.

The CE Owners Group (CEOG) decided in the late 1990s to similarly address tube inspection in
the tubesheet region. CEOG Task 154, Reference 4, was a test program that provided a basis for
the inspection length that preceded the C* work reported herein. In 2002, several CE plants
submitted technical specification changes to the NRC staff for establishing an inspection length
below the expansion transitionbased on the Task 1154 results. The NRC staff reviewed the
submittals and responded with requests for additional information (RAIs). The C* test program
results are supported by some, but not all, of the results from the CEOG Task 1154 test program.
Some of the Task 1154 pull test results were applicable, but the high temperature leak rate results
are superseded by the C* results as a consequence of tests comparing the effects of reactor
coolant system (RCS) chemistry on leakage.

The NRC issued Generic Letter (GL) 2004-01, Reference 5, directing utilities to provide
information to address their concerns regarding tubesheet region inspection. The generic letter is
intended by the NRC staff to include addressing the inspection adequacy with regard to the
tubesheet region for those units that have experienced primary water stress corrosion cracking
(PWSCC) in the tube expansion transition. Although the inspection for stress corrosion cracking
(SCC) below the top of the tubesheet has been a topic of ongoing discussion between the
industry and the NRC, available technical information based on analysis and supported by testing
programs has shown that compliance with the applicable performance criteria is highly likely.

This report provides a recommended inspection length below the top of the tubesheet for plants
with CE explosively expanded tube to tubeshect joints that have detected stress corrosion
cracking in the tubesheet region below the tube expansion transition. The recommended
inspection length was developed to ensure that the structural and leakage criteria of NEI 97-06
are met. The recommended tubesheet region inspection length determined for each unit is
reported in Sections 2 and 6 of this document.

1.3 QUALITY ASSURANCE

This work was completed under the requirements ofthe Westinghouse Quality Assurance
Program(Reference 1).
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2.0 SUMMNIARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The recommended inspection length, i.e., C*, is based on results from a conservative set of tests,
using typical tube to tubesheet joint specimens'and test water, and an analysis program to ensure
that the performance criteria of NEI 97-06, Reference 2, for tube structural and leakage integrity
are met. The inspection length developed for leakage bounds the inspection length for structural
integrity. [

1ace A

summary of the results are provided in this section.

The detection and removal from service 'of cracks in the defined inspection length precludes any
structural concern regarding the tube pulling out of the tubesheet. Moreover, the total leakage
from an undetected flaw population based on postulated accident conditions is accounted for to
assure that the leakage criterion is met for condition monitoring and operational assessment'
determinations.

Ja,c,e

2.1 INSPECTION LENGTHS BASED ON THE BURST CRITERION

The required joint length, based on burst criteria, was determined both for gun-drilled (rough
bore) and BTA (smooth bore) tubesheet holes. The burst based length is bounded by the required
joint length for leakage, but was determined to demonstrate the length necessary to meet the
industry requirements specified in Reference 2 (see Sections 5.0 and 6.0).

The tube-to-tubesheet joint reaction force required to resist the tube from being forced from the
tubesheet was determined as the force recorded in pullout load tests. The tests, which were based
on the burst criterion, determine the actual force at the point of overcoming the friction force
holding the tube in the tubeshect. In some C*. tests, the test was terminated without tube
movement after 3NODP was achieved. The tests terminated at 3NODP support the conclusions
of the lengths provided in this report but are not useful as data points in determining contact
force as a function of joint length.

The results of the pull force tests have been organized into three data sets representing the three
CE joint designs: 48 mil tube wall rough bore; 42 mil tube wall rough bore; and 42 mil tube wall
smooth bore. The 3NODP burst limit based joint length, corrected for tubesheet dilation and
NDE positional uncertainty, ranges from [ Iacc

2.2 INSPECTION LENGTHS BASED ON THE LEAKAGE CRITERION

The inspection lengths developed in this report are based on the limiting leakage criterion so that
a specified assumed flaw population below the inspection length is conservatively postulated to
be leaking at the rate measured in testing or extrapolated from test measurements. The leak based
inspection length is dependent on the amount of tubesheet flexure at SLB conditions. Tubesheet
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flexurc is plant design dependent and the recommended inspection lengths provided in this report
have been determined on a plant specific basis. The inspection lengths determined by
extrapolation of leak test results are corrected analytically to include thi effects of the limiting
tube hole dilation due to tubeshect bowing and adjusted to account for NDE probe position
uncertainty. The results are derived from bounding single tube leak rate test results.

The recommended inspection length provided is based on the most conservative assumed crack
population; all tubes are assumed to be degraded by 100% throughwall 3600 circumferential
cracks, all located immediately below the inspected length of tube. To address potential primary-
to-secondary leakage from indications below the C* elevation, an undetected population is
assumed to exist and accumulate in the uninspected region from the time that PWSCC is
detected in the expansion transition area until the end of SG life that is bounded by the
evaluation assumptions.

The recommended hot leg inspection lengths are provided in Table 2-1 and range from [
Iace

It would be excessively conservative to employ the C* inspection depth methodology to the cold
Ic tubesheet. PWSCC is strongly temperature dependent. The temperature differential between
hot and cold leg exceeds 50'F in CE units. The history of PWSCC at CE units is that little or no
cold leg PWSCC would be expected for the life of the steam generators. If necessary, expansion
of testing into the cold lcg would follow NEI 97-06 program guidance and leakage from any
cracking identified on the cold leg would be considered accordingly. The bounding leakage
would be projected based on an assumed set of flaws in the operational assessment. The leak rate
used would be based on the leak rate as a function of joint length curve provided in Section 4 and
corrected for the lower cold leg temperature using the factors provided in this report (also in
Section 4).

2.3 CONSERVATISMS IN RESULTS

There are a number of conservatisms inherent in the evaluations documented in this report. The
following is a non- inclusive list regarding the prediction of leakage from postulated affected
tubes:

Ia,c,e
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* a,c,e

The following are a few conservatisms inherent in the pullout force analysis, although the results
are bounded by the C* distance established from leak rate considerations:

[

] aecbe
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Tablc 2-1: Lcakagc Based Inspection Length
Including Tubsheect Deficetion and NDE Corrections

for All CE Designed Steam Generators

Leak Rate Based Leak Rate Based
Inspection Length Inspection Length
Adjusted for TS Adjusted for TS

Dilation Dilation and NDE
Plant (inches) (inches)

Plant Cl 11.1 11.4
Plant N 9.8 10.1
Plants CF & CD 10.1 10.4
Plant CG 11.3 11.6
Plant CEI 10.1 10.4
Plant CE3 11.3 11.6
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3.0 TECTINICAL APPROACH SUMMARY

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This section provides a summary of:

* The approach used for collecting and evaluating the data from which the
recommendations are derived.

* The acceptance criteria for the results and bases for the acceptance criteria

* Apparatus, test procedures, technique description, and data.

Detailed test apparatus, test procedures, technique ,description, and data tables arc provided
elsewhere, as described. All materials were procured and methods/procedures were executed
under Westinghouse quality requirements, Reference 1.

3.2 TEST METHODS AND ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

Acceptable joint length was determined by testing for two categories of concern: pullout load
and leak rate. Pullout load and leak rate testing data were compared to industry accepted criteria
(Reference 2).

The tube-to-tubesheet joint length needed to ensure that both pullout (burst) and leakage criteria
are met was determined in this project. The length needed to ensure both criteria are met was
dominated in all cases by the threshold length defined by the leakage criterion.

The leak rate criterion is based on the generic allowable leakage technical specification limiting
condition for operation of 0.5 gpm per steam generator. Operational assessment calculations
include assumptions for undetected flaw populations and determine acceptable plant run-time
based in part on acceptable EOC leakage. The criterion is conservatively limited to one-fifth of
the total allowable leakage, or 0.1 gpm, for this single type of flaw (tubesheet region cracking).
The joint length leak rate (determined by testing) multiplied by the number of tubes assumed to
be defective that results in a leak rate less' than or equal to the leak rate criteria of 0.1 gpm is the
plant-specific threshold length for leaks.

The limiting conditions for the leak rate criterion are based on a conservative assessment of
conditions during a main steam line break (SLB) event. Leak rate data was evaluated at a
pressure of 2560 psid and 6007F. The pressure value of 2560 psid corresponds to' the pressurizer
safety valve setpoint plus 3 percent for valve accumulation less atmospheric pressure in the
faulted steam generator (Reference 3). This' pressure differential represents the pressure that
would be obtained during a main steam line break due to total depressurization of the faulted
steam generator with reactor coolant press'utre"rising to the setpoint of the reactor coolant system
safety valves due to the operator failing to terminate safety injection. In order to reach this value
for a main steam line break; the pressurizer PORVs would have to fail or be unavailable and the
operator must fail to terminate safety injection'flow. The temperature value of 600'F was based
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on approved methodology and conservative use of preliminary leak rate test results, as is
described in Section 4.3.

The normal operating pressure differential (NODP) varies significantly from plant to plant. The
choice of NODP for leak test evaluations was chosen, along with testing at SLB pressure, to
provide the widest range of expected pressures. A NODP of 1270 psid was used.

3.2.1 Sample Description

The tube mockup assemblies consisted of 0.750" OD Alloy 600MA tube specimens explosively
expanded into an 8" thick by 1.625" OD tubesheet simulating collars fabricated from SA-508,
Class 3, carbon steel. Approximately 6 " of tube length extended out from the secondary face of
the tubeshect as illustrated on Figure 3-1. Samples that had been archived from the CEOG Task
1 154 program (Samples 1-7), Reference 4, as well as two samples that had been provided to
Plant CE3 for use as NDE standards (Samples 36 and 37), none of which had ever been leak or
pullout tested, were used as laboratory test specimens in this program. The archived samples
were used instead of manufacturing new samples with the intent of providing sample consistency
between the two programs. These samples were fabricated in December 1999. Samples 36 and
37 were made into NDE standards when EDM holes were made in March 2000. All C* samples
were stored in a humidity and temperature controlled office environment. Samples 36 and 37
were used in multiple rotating pancake coil, bobbin, and array probe examinations to validate
detection and comparison in various probe types, but were never leak tested or tested for any
form of mechanical strength.

The tubing material properties were at the high end of the standard CE specification for yield
strength (Reference 4), i.e., 54 ksi versus a standard specification value of 35-55 ksi for CE
designed SG tubes. Tube wall thicknesses of 0.042 and 0.048 inch were tested. Two different
tubeshect drilled hole finishes were tested: one representing the gun-drilled process (drilled); and
one representing the BTA process (drilled and reamed). The first is called "rough bore" in this
report and is representative of Plant Cl, Plant CD, Plant N, Plant CF 2, Plant 3 and Plant CE 1.
The second type is referred to as "smooth bore" and is representative of Plant CE3 and the Plant
CG replacement steam generator tubesheet hole surfaces. The tubes were explanded into the
simulated tubeshects (collars) using the standard CE fabrication method. A detailed description
of the manufacturing processes is provided in Reference 4.

The simulated tubeshect (collar) hole surface finisles were not directly measured in this
program, nor is there any known database of installed tubesheet hole surface roughness with
which to compare such measurements, had they been obtained. However, several observations
suggest that the specimens tested in this program were representative of operating steam
generator tubesheet hole surface roughness. These observations include:

Figure 5-1 to Figure 5-3 show a number of points taken from CEOG Task 1154. They
include pullout data from pullout tests conducted on a retired Boston Edison steam
generator, several collar tests from CEOG Task 1 154, and one blowout sample from this
program. The Boston Edison steam generators were manufactured using the gun drill
process. Figure 5-1 to Figure 5-3 showv good linear correlation between joint length and
pullout load between most of the samples. This suggests a similarity in surface
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roughness between this program's tubesheet collars, the CEOG Task 1154 collars and the
Boston Edison tubesheet.

* A bobbin coil technique was used, as described in Section 7.5, to characterize tubesheet
hole surface roughness using a bobbin coil probe. Table 7-4 shows that the technique
was generally able to segregate the rough bore from the smooth bore samples; samples
with greater than 1.5 volts (peak-to-peak) of noise were rough bore samples while those
with less than 1.5 volts (peak-to-peak) of noise were smooth bore samples.

* Arizona Public Service (APS) obtained similar data from their original steam generators
at the Palo Verde site. Palo Verde NDE data confirmed that bobbin measurements can
differentiate between the tubesheet bore hole boring processes of BTA (smooth) and gun-
drilled (rough) (Reference 31). Palo Verde-I is a rough bore plant, Palo Verde-3 is a
smooth bore plant and the original steam generators from Palo Verde-2 were a mix of
both; Palo Verde-2 steam generator I was all rough bore and Palo Verde-2 steam
generator 2 was all smooth bore. Based on a 10 tube sample from each generator, the
average horizontal channel noise voltages (RMS) were 1.233, 1.162 and 1.707 for the
rough bore steam generators (SGI I, SG 12 and SG22, respectively) and 0.655, 0.873 and
0.489 for the smoothbore steam generators (SG21, SG31 and SG32, respectively).
Although these voltages were reported as root-mean-square rather than peak-to-peak, the
results show the difference between rough and smooth bore tubesheet holes that was
shown in Section 7.5.

Table 3-1 lists the sample assemblies that were tested in this program. Samples 1 through 7 were
initially numbered as part of the Reference 4 program and were renumbered for this study. Table
3-1 provides a cross-reference listing ofboth numbers; however, the samples are referred to
herein by the numbers assigned for this program.

]axc

The test joint length was defined as the distance from the TTS to the uppermost edge of the EDM
cut. [

jalb,C.e
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[

1a,b.c,c
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]abce

The tube and collar temperatures were not monitored during welding. It is unlikely that the
localized sample heating from welding would result in mechanical loosening of the joint or
promote oxide growth in the vicinity of the EDM notch. The welding of fittings to the collar was
only performed once (after the first EDM cut was made). [

.ac~

, . .e

3.2.2 Pullout Load Tests Methods and Criteria

The presence of the tubesheet precludes bursting of axially. degraded tubes. For tubes with
circumferential degradation, e.g., cracking, within the tubesheet, burst is resisted by the non-
degraded ligament and the interference load between the tube and the tubesheet resisting axial
motion, or pullout, of the tube from the tubesheet. For a tube postulated to be severed within the
tubesheet, only the pullout load prevents burst. For most tube in the bundle, geometric features
would also prevent the pullout condition, but that is conservatively neglected for structural
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evaluation purposes. The intent of the pullout tests was to detennine the sound length of tube-to-
tubesheet engagement needed to resist the axial force associated with internal pressure in asevered tube. The pullout load associated with the three times the NODP criterion of Reference 2bounds the load associated with 1.4 times the SLB differential pressure (1.4 x 2560 psi) for the
CE designed SGs of this study.

Since tile CEOG Task 1I154 program had finnly established that the leak rate based inspection
length bound the pullout based inspection lengthl pullout tests were conducted as part of this
program only to confirn that a tube that was completely severed a given distance below the top
of the expansion transition would not be ejected from the tubesheet. Pullout loads were only
applied up to an equivalent of 3NODP. Once it was demonstrated that a given joint was able to
withstand the 3NODP load, it was available for further testing at shorter joint lengths. In all
cases, pullout testing was only conducted after all leak rate testing had been completed.

The purpose of the pullout testing was to demonstrate that a tube joint could withstand a 3NODP
load. The pullout force is dependent upon the contact force, contact area, coefficient of friction,
etc., that is, the tribology. It would be unrealistic and excessively conservative to apply the load
by an external tensile force only. [

]axcxc

The end cap load increases proportionately w ith the internal pressure. About 70% of the internal
pressure is transmitted to the tube-tubeshleet hole interface as contact pressure. It was initially
thought that the friction forces would exceed the blowout forces, thus the lowest plant NODP
would bound the other plants. However, for the short engagement Iengths tested, this was not the
case and th e plan had to be changed. Initially, the lowest NODP among the active participants in
this program at the time (wvhich did not include Plant CF) was chosen for the internal pressure,
while the highest NODP was chosen for the tensile load. In this case Plant CEI had the lowest
NODP (based on a 2000 Operational Assessment) of 1270 psi, while Plant CD had the highest
NODP (based on Refueling Outage 12 Uprate calculations) of 1435 psi. The equivalent tensile
load to 2NODP is 1292 lbr using a tubeshect hole diameter of 0.757 inch. However, when one of
the samples (sample I), with a one inch joint length, had a blowout at a pressure of 1660 psig, it
was reasoned that the end-cap pressure dominates the increase in contact pressure, thus the

remaining pullout tests were conservatively conducted with an internal pressure of 1435 psig
(Plant CD value) instead of 1270 psig. The one inch joint length at which the blowout occurred
was well below the lengths discussed in Section 6.

Pullout tests were conducted at room temperature. Under accident conditions, the loss of contact
force due to tubesheet hole dilation is partially offset by the increase in contact force by
differential thermal expansion. The differential thermal expansion between Alloy 600 tubing and
the carbon steel tubesheet is a meaningful factor in the joint force, but not as significant as the
increase in contact stress due to pressure internal to the tube. Transient temperature changes
during a design basis SLB may play a role in lessening the effect resulting from initial SG
pressure blowdown and the associated RCS cooling. However, the thermal capacitance of the
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tubesheet and the RCS reheat after several minutes in to the worst case transient will re-establish
the joint force due to the greater expansion of Alloy 600 tubes. Tubesheet dilation is further
addressed in Section 6.

Pullout tests were conducted in the Westinghouse 'laboratory facilities in Windsor, Connecticut,
using calibrated load cells. Pullout testing is reported in Section 5 as the force required for first
movement of the tube in the tubesheet hole against the static friction. Data is reported in units of
pounds-force (lbf). Mockups with varying engaged lengths of tubing were tested in 'accordance
with the References 7 and 8 procedures. The engaged lengths for mockups tested was between 1
and 6 inches.

Figure 3-2 illustrates tlk data logging and process control equipment used in the pullout tests.
For the pullout tests, a retention plate with a threaded hole was used to secure the upper end of
the tube to the load cell and a similar plate was used to secure the collar to the crosshead.
Threaded plugs that had a means of allowing nitrogen to enter and exit the tube were welded to
the upper end of the tube and to the lower end of the collar. The threaded portion of the plugs
was screwed into the threaded hole of the two retention plates. Slippage between the test
specimen and the retention plates was not observed. [

l]ac A digital
data acquisition system was used to record load versus crosshead displacement as well as internal
tube pressure. After the specimen was secure in the test machine, loads were applied slowly until
either the maximum load was achieved or the severed tube moved within the tubesheet,
whichever came first. The 'load at which first slippage of the tube in the tubesheet occurred was
noted and recorded.

3.2.3 Leak Rate Tests Methods and Criteria

Leak rate from the primary to the secondary side 'of the tube-to-tubesheet joint is a function of
the differential pressure, the'length of the crevice, the viscosity of the fluid, water or a water and
steam mixture, and the resistance of the crevice. In Reference 27.thc resistance is embodied in a.
parameter referred to as the loss coefficient.'A parallel parameter is the permeability. The loss
coefficient is a function to the contact pressure between the tube and the tubesheet. Empirical
data are necessary for understanding the leak rate as a function of joint length and the other
parameters. During a SLB event, the maximum differential pressure (2560 psi, the flow forcing
function) will occur when the secondary side pressure is approaching atmospheric pressure. Any
primary coolant leaking from the tube-to-tubesheet crevice to atmospheric pressure will flash to
steam and a choked flow' condition could ecu'r. The 'choked flow condition is not considered in
this project but is likely an additional conservatism in the development of the threshold joint
length. The purpose of these tests was to determine a sufficient joint length that satisfied the
criteria.

The leak rate criterion is based on the genericlallowable leakage technical specification limiting
condition for operation of 0.5 gpm per steam generator. Operational assessment calculations
include assumptions for undetected flaw populations and determine acceptable plant run-time
based in part on acceptable EOC leakage. To allow for leakage from other defect flaw types, as
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well as potential tubesheet region cracking, particularly in operational assessment calculations,
the criteria is conservatively limited to one-fifth of the total allowable or 0.1 gpm for indications
below the C* length The joint length leak rate (detcrmined by testing) multiplied by the number
of tubes assumed to be defective that results in a leak rate less than or equal to the leak rate
criteria of 0.1 gpm is the plant-specific threshold length for leaks.

Each tube has two joints - hot leg and cold leg side. The number of tubesheet joints varies
considerably between plants from approximately 10,000 joints in each Plant CI steam generator
to more than 22,000 joints per Plant CE steam generator. PWSCC is a temperature driven
cracking mechanism and hot-side joints will be the predominate number of tube joints affected
over time. On this basis, only the hot-side joints arc considered in the development of threshold
length for inspection. Leak rate is considered cumulatively for all tube joint leaks in the steam
generator. Therefore, the test results provided on a single joint basis are multiplicative of the
number of tubes assumed to be leaking. In the development of the leak rate criteria, in order to
ensure that the criteria are met in lieu of inspection by rotating probe below the threshold length
it is assumed that 100% of all tubes could have a throughwall leak that leaks at the rate
detennined in the testing.

Section 10 of the EPRI Steam Generator In Situ Guidelines (Reference 9) calls for a correction to
account for the difference in crack opening area and thermial hydraulic conditions for the flow at
room and operating temperature. The flaws in this program were 360°, 100% throughiwall EDM
cuts without ligaments; thus the crack opening room to operating temperature area ratio is
essentially equal to 1. As a conservatism, this program did not take credit for the potential for
reduced leak rates that would result from the choked flow exiting the tube-tubesheet annulus.
Thus, as a conservatism, leak rates were not adjusted for accident conditions.

Leak rate testing was used to determine the joint length, i.e. the threshold length for leakage, for
acceptable leakage at SLB conditions from through--wall defects located within the tubeshect
region. This phase of the program used the archived tube-tubeshiect joint mockups from the Task
1154 program. Most of the tests were conducted at the Windsor, Connecticut, facility. Hlowever
when it had been shown that there was a significant difference in leak rates between the present
program and the Task 1 154 program, additional leak rate tests were conducted at the
Westinghouse Science and Technology Department (STD) in Churchill, Pennsylvania.

3.2.3.1 Windsor Leak Rate Testing

Test procedures were developed and used for both types of tests, References 7 and 8. The test rig
was constructed to provide simulated primary water (or deionized water) to the inside of the test
sample tube. This rig had the ability to provide water to the primary side of the sample at a rate
[

]3,C Figure 3-3 presents a
full schematic of the equipment used to perform elevated temperature leak testing. The sample
was placed inside a vessel that had penetrations to [

]acc
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a,c,e

A significant difference from the CEOG Task 1154 work was that simulated primary water was
used instead of deionized water. The simulated primary water that seas used approximated mid-
cycle reactor coolant system chemistry. This water contained [

]a,c

Leak rate was measured by monitoring the volume of room temperature liquid entering the
sample. This was accomplished by [

]a c In the case where a very small leak was
anticipated, the system itself was leak checked by pressurizing the system, closing it off and
watching for any drop in pressure over a period of up to two hours. Table 3-2 provides a
summary of the pressures that were used for leak testing. The SLB pressure was a common
design pressure for most of the operating plants and includes a small correction for relief valve
reaction. The intermediate pressure was chosen as the mid-point between SLB and NODP.

As Appendix E shows, none of the samples had an extended period betveen initial and final
tests. Section 7.5 provides a discussion of the only post-test examination that was performed on
these samples.

3.2.3.2 STD Leak Rate Testing

The testing at STD had two objectives: (1) Determine the difference in leak rate that was
attributable to the use of primary water vs. the use of oxygenated deionized water, and (2) Assess
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whether there was a difference in results that might be attributable to the methods and equipment
used at the STD and Windsor facilities.

Samples 7 and 37, with joint lengths of 2 and 3.5 inches, respectively, were provided to STD for
testing using STD equipment and methods, but using the same test conditions that were used in
the Windsor labs. The Reference 10 procedure was developed to guide the testing.

I

]a~bbc

Leak Rate Test Specimen

I

]asbbc

Primarv Water and Deionized Water Solution Reservoirs

I

Iabc
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Bladder Accumulator

[

iabo c

Solution Prclhcater

[

Iabc

316 SS Autoclave

[

Ia~bsc

Mass Balance

[

]asb~c

Determination of Leak Rates for Tests Conducted at Westinghouse STD

[

Iabc
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[

Compnarison with Windsor Lab Testing-

Some of the more significant differences between testing performed at the two laboratories
include:

ace

Deionized water was used during some of the testing of the specimens. The deionized
water came from the house system that and was further treated with a lab system
containing a mixed ion exchange bed and an organic removal cartridge. The pH,
conductivity, and dissolved oxygen content of the deionized water were measured prior
to testing. The' deionized water was contained in a stainless steel'vessel. After
equilibration with'air, the vessel was pressurized with a 2 to 3 psig nitrogen overpressure
to allow for consistent head for the high pressure injection pump. The oxygen
concentration measured in the deionized water from the storage vessel was always greater
than 5 ppm (5000 ppb). Based on the partial pressures of oxygen and nitrogen in the
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system, and the room temperature Hiery's law constants for thesc gases, the calculated
dissolved oxygen concentration was 6 cmil (STP)/kg water and the dissolved nitrogen
concentration was 15 cnd (STP)/kg water.

[
]a,c

Some of the STD tests were conducted after exposure to a simulated secondary side AVT
water to "condition" it (reduce oxides that might be on the sample). [

Iasc.c

The most significant difference between the Windsor and STD laboratory procedures is perhaps
the conditioning of the samples in simulated secondary water. The Section 4 test results
demonstrate a significant change in leak rate from tile conditioning, as shown by the pre- and
post-conditioning leak rates measured at STD.

The location of the Windsor thermocouple provided a measurement of the tubeshect temperature
near the leakage, while the STD thenmocouple provided a primary side coolant temperature.
Both methods attempted to measure the temperature of the leakage through the EDM notch. The
tubesheet temperature would be expected to somewhat lowvcr that the primary side temperature;
thus for the same temperature value, the Windsor tests would actually be conducted at a slightly
hotter temperature. This is consistent with the results, which showed that the Windsor tests were
measured to leak at a lower rate than the STD tests.

The other factors may have some secondary significance, such as a minor difference in viscosity
due to minor differences in water chemistry or differences in dissolved oxygen. Measuring the
liquid that enters the sample or condensing the leakage from the sample is not a significant
difference. The measurement of leakage by monitoring pressure increases in a closed secondary
environment is not expected to provide any significant difference from the other methods as long
as the range of pressure increase is kept small, 100-200 psi.
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As Appendix E shows, none of the samples had an extended period between initial and final
tests.

3.2.4 Tubesheet Deflection Analysis Method

A finite element analysis (FEA) was performed to calculate the effect of the tubesheet deflection
(flexure) on the contact load between the tube and tubesheet. Tubesheet hole dilation effects
were calculated using a single tube model and tubesheet stresses for the Design Differential
pressure. The FEA provided a direct output of the tube/tubesheet interface loads, which
represented a reduction to the contact loads from tube explansion. The interface loads vary from
a maximum value at the tubeshect surface to approximately zero at the mid-surface, and
compressive below the neutral axis. This variation was included in the combination with the
explansion loads.

The tube pullout tests wvere used to establish the contact load for the tube explansion. The pullout
tests for the tubesheet collars, at room temperature, with and without pressure were used. The
lower 95% bound of the regression of the pullout data was used. The average load was
determined by normalizing the lower bound pullout load to a one-inch engagement length and
averaging the total data. The contact load was calculated from the average load and the
coefficient of friction. ;

A coefficient of friction of [ 1a C e was used based on historical precedence, e.g., Reference 12.
The estimation of the coefficient of friction between the tubes and the tubesheet dates to the mid
1980s. [

]a bc CSubsequently, an analysis was performed to demonstrate that [ ]acfe
was a conservative value for calculating the required length of engagement for rolled tube to
tubesheet joints. There are several WCAP reports that were submitted to the NRC staff for
license amendments for plants with rolled tube joints. In the analyses supporting those
documents it was demonstrated that the actual factor of safety obtained during operation and
under postulated accident conditions was well in excess, by factors of 1.5 to 2, of the
requirements of RG 1.121, e.g., a factor of safety of 5 instead of 3 for normal operating
conditions. The coefficient of friction used in the C* analyses was selected independent from the
F* development work using similar general literature references. In both cases, a coefficient of
friction of [ ]aCe is conservative for estimating the strength of the tube to tubesheet joint.

The coefficient of friction of [ ]a c.e applies to both rough and smooth tubesheet bore surfaces.
It is likely that an effective coefficient of friction would be greater for rough relative to smooth
bore samples if the explansion process results in coining of the tubeshect asperities into the tube
material such that a mechanical interference would also be active. However, the use of
consistent values in performing the force balance negates any potential error in the estimate.
[

] asbsche
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Thc calculated contact load was uniformly applied ovcr the full tubeshect thickness. The net
contact load results from subtracting the tubeshect flexure load from the explansion load. The net
loads werc calculated as a function of depth into the tubeshect and compared with the maximum
pullout load for 3NODP. The 3NODP load represents the governing criteria for tubc-to-tubesheet
joint integrity. The tubeshect depth limit occurs when the net contact load exceeds the maximum
pullout load.

This scction provided a summary of the tubeshect deflection analysis. A more detailed discussion
is provided in Section 6.0.
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Table 3- 1: Test Specimens

Numbering Numbering
for this for TSH Holc Tube

Program Task 1154 Finish Wall Comment a,b,c

Table 3-2: Test Conditions

Test | Test | Pressures (psig) | Fluids
Type Temperature Pressures -Primary J Secondary Delta -Primary r Secondary a,b,c
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Table 3-3: Autoclave Water Inventory for Normal Operation Lcak Ratc Tests for Specimen 7

Autoclave Inventory(grams of water). Vac free4311 cmA3
p P ______ 595 Temp. (deg F)

psig psia 575 580 585 590 595 600 605 610 615 620 625 a,b,c
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a,b,c

Figure 3-1: Drawing Showing Test Sample Dimensions.
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a.b.c

Figure 3-2: Windsor Load Cell Tcst Controls and Data Plottcr
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a,b,c

Figure 3-3: Leak Test Equipment Schematic.
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a,b,c

Figure 3-4: Schemnatic of the Test Loop Used for Room and Elevated Temperature Leak Rate Tests at STD
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a,b,c

Figure 3-5: A Typical Output from a Room Temperature Leak Rate Test

I
Iasbwc
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3,bc

Figure 3-6: A Typical Output From an Elevated Tcmperature, SLB Leak Rate Tcst

[
Iab.c
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a,b,c

Figure 3-7: Typical Output From an Elevated Temperaturc, Normal Operation Leak Rate Test

]asbsc
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4.0 LEAK RATE TESTS AND RESULTS

Analyses documented in Reference 4 demonstrated that the total leakage from the postulated
population of degraded tubesheet joints resulted in the bounding criterion for the determination
of the C* inspection length. As described in Section 3.0, additional leak tests were performed to
supplement the previous leak rate testing.'

The leak rate evaluation for the C* inspection depth recommendation is based on a combination
of empirical and analytical methods. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 describe preliminaryand room
temperature testing respectively that was performed to establish and validate the methodology
for determining the value of C* based on leak rate. Section 4.3 describes how the limiting faulted
temperature was selected. Section 4.4 describes elevated temperature testing. Section4.5
provides a statistical comparison of the data with'the CEOG Task 1154 (Reference 4) data,
helping to establish how the data can be used.' Section 4.6 and 4.7 provide observations on the
effects of temperature, pressure and water chemistry on the leak rate. Section 4.8 provides an
evaluation of the leak rate data and a projection of the joint length, i.e., the threshold length for
leakage, for acceptable leakage under SLB conditions from through-wall defects located within
the tubesheet region.

Leak rate tests were conducted on every joint configuration of every sample. Section 3.2.3 of this
report provides details of the testing process; this section provides the results of the testing. Leak
tests were conducted after a new joint length had been prepared by cutting a full circumference
throughwall notch by EDM and welding new fittings onto the ends of the sample. Each sample
was then leak tested at room temperature to visually leak check the fitting welds to assure that a
weld leak would not contribute to the measured leakage. Acceptable welds showed no signs of
weepage at all after a visual inspection during a five minute (minimum) period at the maximum
pressure differential that the sample would be exposed to at elevated temperature. Unacceptable
welds were repaired and re-examined.

4.1 PRELIMINARY TESTING

Preliminary leak rate testing wvas performed to evaluate the test equipment, finalize test
procedures and to determine what level of leakage the samples could be expected to have.
Sample I was prepared in advance of the other samples for performing the preliminary tests. The
first EDM notch cut was made at a distance of 3.0 inches below the TTS. A scribe mark was
made on the tube at the TTS as a reference point that was used to determine if the tube had'
moved during the pressurized tests. Fittings weire 'welded to the top and bottom of the sample and
leak tests were performed at room temperature. Leakage from the tubc-to-tubesheet annulus was
observed during the testing as a slowly gowing drop of water. The leak rate measurements from
the preliminary testing are provided inAppenidix A

Figure 4-1 compares the results of the Sample' 1 room temperature Icak'rate testing with the
results of the CEOG Task 154 leak rates. The Task 1154 data was obtained from Table 5-1 of
Reference 4, "Rough Bore Collars: Leak Test Data at Room Temperature." The first leak rate
from Sample 1 was comparable to the highest leak rate obtained from Task 1154 (sample 10);
the second room temperature leak rate (measured after elevated temperature leak rate testing was
completed) was comparable with the remaining Task 1154 rough bore samples. These first set of
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tests, comparing similar sets of samples, showed similar leak rates. This suggests that the storage
of the samples for a three year period did not have a significant effect on the leak rate
characteristics.

Sample I at a joint length ol 3 inches was also tested at 400°F and 600°F. Appendix B
summarizes these results. The system checked out and operated as expected. The tube did not
move out of the tubeshect during testing. Various trends were identified in regards to the effect
of leak rate on time, temperature and pressure. These arc discussed is subsequent sections along
vith the results from other samples.

Sample I was retested at room temperature after completion of the elevated temperature testing.
Table 4-1 provides a summary of the samplc I data which shows that the room temperature leak
rate was much lower after the elevated temperature tests. The leak rate data after the elevated
temperature tests also exhibits a drop in the leak rate even though the pressure was increased.
The NODP pressure leak rate was repeated in the post-clevated temperature leak rate tests and it
showed a leak rate that was approximately 25% of that measured approximately half an hour
earlier.

It is unclear whether or not the elevated temperature tests influenced these results. Although the
leak rates following the elevated temperature tests were lower than before, it was found that the
leak rates continued to drop even during the last set of room temperature tests. Section 4.4
discusscs the time effect on leak rate, wvhich had a likely influence on the room temperature leak
rates.

4.2 ROOM TEMPERATURE TESTING

For each given joint length for each sample, room temperature testing was completed before
testing at elevated temperatures. Most of the samples in this program had measurable leakage at
room temperature at pressure differentials of [ 1a b or higlcr. This leakage was always
visible and was seen as a droplet forming on the top of the tubeshect from the tube-tubesheet
annulus. Sometimes this droplet formed slowly over a period of several minutes to other cases
where the droplet formed rapidly and covered the entire top of the tubeshect collar within a
matter of scconds. The leakage was observed to emanatc from a few specific locations rather
than from the entire annultus evenly.

Appendix A presents a summary of all of the room temperature leak rate tests that were
conducted at Westinghouse Windsor and at the STD. The leak rate testing performed at the STD
with samples 7 and 37 was performed with several different water chemistries, two pressure
differentials and after treatment with secondary side AVT (all volatilc treatment) chemistry
water. An initial set of tests was performed with dcoxygenated deionized water, oxygenated
deionized water and simulated primary, i.e., RCS, water. There was no meaningful difference
between the observed leak rates from the three different water chemistries.

1ac,e
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During a 40 minute test on sample 37, zero leakage was observed at a pressure differential of
1275 psig. Increasing the pressure differential to 2575 psig resulted in a leak rate of [

Pa b`C After collecting leak rate data for 40 minutes, the pressure differential was dropped to
1500 psig, and no leakage was observed for the entire 10 minute test period (no data was
recorded during the 1500 psig run). This was the only leak rate "shut off" observed in this
program.

4.3 SELECTION OF ELEVATED TEST TEMPERATURE

NRC Generic Letter 95-05 (Reference 14), Section 3.b, states that the leak rate methodology
described in WCAP-14046 (Reference 15) has been approved by the NRC (Reference 16). Based
on the review of the WCAP- 14046, it is stated in Table 5-10, "Burst Pressure and Leak Rate
Data for 3/4 Inch Tubing", that the SLB leak rates have been adjusted to reference pressure
differentials at 616'F. As is noted in Section 4.6 of this report, leak rates were shown to increase
as temperatures decreased from 616'F. A test temperature of 600'F wvas used as a conservative,
downward round-off of the approved leak rate temperature.
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Section 3.2 noted that a test pressure of 2560 psid was used as a limiting pressure. Section 4.6
provides an example of how the leak rate would respond to a SLB erent for Plant N, which
showed that the test conditions of 600'F and 2560 psid are conservative. The example of Section
4.6 is based on a 500 second projection of temperature and pressure. A time frame longer than
500 seconds was not considered directly. After 500 seconds, the affected steam generator would
be isolated and the plant would be shutdown after a MSLB event. At Plant N, it is projected that
significant concems such as Peak Heat Flux, Minimum DNBR and Peak Linear Heat Rate from
the fuel, will have been achieved by 305 seconds. It is not known how the pressure and
temperature of the joints in the faulted steam generator will proceed after the 500 second time
frame. The large mass of the tubesheet would likely keep the joint at a relatively high
temperature (higher than the coolant inlet temperature) for an extended period of time. During
the accident, higher concentrations of boron are injected into the primary side, which has the
effect of reducing leakage through the joint from the deposition of boric acid in the leak path

]aI.c.C

4.4 ELEVATED TEM\JPERATURE LEAK RATE TESTING

Elevated temperature testing was perforned to characterize the leak rate that could be expected
at SLB conditions. As previously noted, the testing did not include pressure induced dilation of
the tubesheet holes. A single specimen was first installed into the elevated temperature test
vessel, and the entire system was pressurized and visually checked for leaks. All specimens were
subsequently heated to the specified test temperature under a nitrogen atmosphere, leak tested
and then cooled under a nitrogen atmosphere. For each given joint length for each sample, all of
the elevated temperature testing was performed subsequent to the room temperature leak rate
testing. All of the test specimens exhibited measurable leakage at elevated temperature at
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pressure differentials of [ ]a b c and higher. The leak rate tests provided the empirical
data for determining the joint length necessary to meet the leakage criteria of 0.1 gpm per steam
generator.

Appendix B provides a summary of the elevated temperature leak rates that were observed for
each of the specimens in this program. The few tests that had pressures outside of the ±100 psi
tolerance or temperatures far from the targeted temperature were considered invalid and are
excluded from Appendix B. Excluded data is provided in Appendix D.

There was an effect of time in the leak rate data. An example of the time effect in the leak rate
from the C* program is provided in Figure 4-2. Under a relatively constant temperature and
pressure, the leak rate was measured as half its initial value after [ ]a b C of leaking.
Often the effect is difficult to discern because the temperature of the test, or even .the pressure,
varied during the time of the test. However, most of the samples started with a relatively high
leak rate and did not achieve a steady leak rate for a period of several minutes.

[

Ia,c,e

A similar effect was observed during similar laboratory testing for the H* program in 2003.
Figure 4-3 shows the integrated leakage from specimen 16, with an expansion length of 3 inches
that was measured in August of 2003. [

, a,c,e

In 1991, a series of leak rate tests were performed on four heater sleeve - pressurizer shell
configurations (Reference 19). The annular gap in this configuration is larger (on the order of a'
mil wide), but other dimensions and materials are similar to the tube-tubesheet joint. In these
tests, leak rates from a cracked heater sleeve into the sleeve.shell annulus were observed to drop
as a function of time. [

]aObxc

The higher leak rate observed during the start of testing is uncharacteristic of leakage that would
be observed in an operating steam generator, the behavior of the test specimens are best
compared to steam generator performance after each test had reached a pseudo steady state
condition. [ - - -

]ancse

The data in Appendix B aere reviewed to identify those data that had reached steady, or
established, values under SLB conditions. Table 4-2 provides a summary of all the established
elevated temperature leak rate values. The data in this table consists of valid leak rates that have
demonstrated some degree of an established or steady value. A valid leak rate was obtained from
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a test in which

]IaC', Appendix D provides a list of test data that were determined not to be valid.

Table 4-2 also provides the basis for the selection of each point. The leak vs. time plots that are
mentioned in Table 4-2 can be found in Appendix C. A plot of the SLB condition leak rates as a
function of joint length is provided in Figure 4-4.

Elevated temperature leak rate data cannot be compared with room temperature leak rate data.
The purpose of the room temperature tests were to gauge the leak rates (to help judge whether
the small or large pump would be required for elevated temperature testing) and to visually
check the welds for weepage before tho sample was inserted into the test vessel for elevated
temperature testing. The room temperature leak rate tests were not used for the inspection
recommendation calculations and as a consequence, at the Windsor labs, were generally short
duration tests, thus established leak rates were not obtained. The temperature and pressure
relationships that are provided in Section 4.6 were developed with elevated temperature data
only and are not applicable to the room temperature data.

4.5 STATISTICAL COMPARISON OF C* AND TASK 1154 DATA

An unusual artifact of the Task 1154 data is that all four of its elevated temperature results fall
well below the results of all of the C* program data. A statistical review of the results of the
different laboratory tests was performed with the goal of determining if the leak rate data from
the C* program and the Task I 154 programs could be combined (Reference 17).

The data that were analyzed consisted of paired observations on leak rates and joint length from
the C* and Task 154 programs. The C* and 154 program sample results were classified
according to whether the tube sheet holes were rough bore or smooth bore. The analysis tested
whether leak rates for C* and 1154 are different while controlling for the length of flow path and
type of hole (rough versus smooth).

The Darcy equation (Reference 18), for flow through porous media, most closely approximates
the flow through a tight annular gap:

V = gr AP or, equivalently, V -L = gAP
upL cal

where,
V = average fluid velocity, synonymous with leak rate,

g, = 32.174 lb,,,-fl/lbrsec2

AP = pressure drop,
JI = viscosity,
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L = Length of the flow path, and
ax = inverse of the permeability coefficient.

In this analysis, the joint length was assumed to be the only contributor to the leak path.
Abstracting from experimental or random variation, the product of leak rate and length of flow
path should be a constant if the experiments control for gc, AP, At, and 1/ cX. Hence, the following
regression model with binary ("dummy") variables suggests itself for paired observations on V
and L across the C* and 1154 programs,

[ ]ac,e

Where:
bc, bo, b, = constants of the regression analysis,

81 = I if the observation is from the 1154 program, zero otherwise.
°2 = I if the observation is from the "rough" hole category, zero otherwise.
£ = a regression error term to capture random experimental variation.

And the constant term plus bo and b1 are coefficients to be estimated from the data.

When this model is applied to the C* and 1154 program data, it can be shown that the estimated
(ordinary least squares) value of the bo coefficient measures the difference between the mean
values of V-L for rough and smooth holes, controlling for program, and that the Student's t
statistic for this coefficient is a test of the hypothesis of no difference in the mean values for V-L
between the rough and smooth holes. Similarly, the regression estimate of the coefficient bI
measures the difference between the mean values of V-L for the 1154 and C* programs,
controlling for roughness of holes, and the associated t-statistic is a test of the hypothesis of no
difference in the mean values of V-L between the two programs.

The data for the analysis is shown in Table 4-3. The regression results for the model in Equation
(1) are in Table 4-4. The estimated coefficient of [ ]a.C for 81 indicates that the mean
value of V-L for the 1154 program is smaller by this amount than the C* program counterpart.
The t-statistic for 5, of[ a is large enough to indicate (at the 5% level of significance) that
this difference would not occur "by chance.'-'Consequently, the null hypothesis of no difference.
in the two programs is rejected. On the other hand,,the t-statistic for the rough dummy indicates
that the difference contributed by the roughness measure is small enough to accept the null
hypothesis that the rough versus smooth categorization is not a significant differentiator. It is
thus dropped from further consideration.

The analysis found that the type of hole is not a statistically significant differentiator and that the
mean C* and 1154 leak rates are significantly different. Thus, the Task 1154 and C* samples
cannot be combined.

The pullout force is dependent on the surface roughness while leak rate is not Effectively, the
coefficient of friction would increase with increasing roughness because of plastic deformation
of the tube material into space between the tubesheet surface asperities. This would have a direct
effect on the pullout strength in the as- fabricated condition. [ IaIcIe
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]ac.c

Refercnce 19 presents thc results of an experimental study of the effect of leakage from a
cracked pressurizer heater sleeve on the pressurizer shell. Although the gap betwveen the heater
sleeve and the pressurizer shell is significantly larger (on the order of I mil) than the gap
between a tube and the tubeshiect, there are somc items in that report that are applicable to the
tubc-tubeshect scenario.

[

Iacc
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4.6 EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE ON LEAK RATE

In addition to the elevated temperature leak rate tests performed at constant temperature, there
were four tests conducted on samples where the pressure differential was held steady while the
temperature was changed. These tests are listed in Table 4-5.

Figure 4-5 through Figure 4-8 provide plots of the leak rate as a function of temperature for these |
samples. In all cases there was evidence of hysteresis, showing that changing the temperature
affects the leak rate. In all cases, the leak rate decreased with increasing temperature, between
[ ja b`C Indications are that this trend would continue at higher temperatures.
Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8 suggest that a maximum leak rate is achieved at about [ ]ab ' and
one leg of the hysteresis of Figure 4-6 suggests this as well. This leak rate maximum is not
evident in Figure 4-5.

At sample temperatures of greater than [ ]a.c.e the four figures indicate a decrease in leak
rate with increasing temperature (and visa versa). This trend was observed in most tests *X'here
the temperature and pressures were held constant for enough time to establish a constant leak
rate. This trend can be attributed to the differential thermal expansion between the tube and the
tubesheet. At these elevated temperatures, the viscosity of the leakage remains relatively
constant and the temperatures are well above the tubesheet corrosion regime. At temperatures
below [ Ia,c,, the leak rate response to temperature becomes a complex function of several
factors (corrosion products, viscosity, contact pressure).

Figure 3-3 shows that the water that was injected into the sample was heated by means of a long
coil of tubing within the oven. The pre-heater coil also passes through the bottom of a
secondary-side vessel, which was heated by the oven and coils separate from the oven. This long
coil has a large heat transfer area. The sample thermocouple was attached to the outside of the
tubesheet collar, which was located within a vessel to contain a secondary side environment.
The water pre-heat coil passed through the bottom of the vessel. With this configuration, the
water would be expected to react to an oven temperature change quicker than the sample.

The cooldown phase of Sample 2, shown in Figure 4-5, began at about [ ]a b c when the leak
rate was about [ Ia b Sample 2 continued to heatup for another 257F after the
cooldown phase was started. The cooldown phase of Sample 3, shown in Figure 4-6, began at
about [ ]a b,' when the leak rate was about [ ]a bc Several extra pump strokes were
noted when cooldown began. Sample 3 continued to heatup for another [ 1a bc after the
cooldown phase was started. The cooldown phase of Sample 6, shown in Figure 4-8, began at
about [ ]abC when the leak rate was about [ ]a bc Sample 6 began to cool
immediately after the cooldown phase was started.
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In thc case of a lowv Icak ratc, such as that shown in Figurc 4-5, thc hcatup phase would
I

Ia.C.C

To estimatc the relative effects of temperaturc and pressurc on leak rates, an approach was used
that [

Iacc

This approach used the data that is summarized in Appendix B. [

I3'C'C
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These temperature and pressure effects can be used to determine how leakage might change
following a SLB accident. Reference 21 includes the temperature and pressure responses
following a steam line break accident for Plant N. These responses are provided in Figure 4-9.

Figure 4-9 also shows an example of how the leak rate from a single tube might change during a
SLB event. Figure 4-9 shows a single tube-tubesheet joint with a characteristic leak rate of
[

4.7 EFFECT OF WATER CHEMISTRY ON LEAK RATE

The leak test results from this program were considerably higher than the leak rates that were
observed in the Task 1154 program for ~omrpai6bble samples and joint lengths. The most
significant difference between the Task 1154 program and the C* program was the water
chemistry. The Task 1154 program used uncontrolled deionized water that had ample exposure
to air, while the C* program simulated primary water had been deoxygenated and kept under a
nitrogen overpressure. To provide a direct comparison, a program was conducted to assess the
effect of water chemistry by taking Samples 7 and 37 and subjecting them to additional leak rate
testing at STD using both deionized water and simulated primary water.

[ -

Ia'c'e
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Appendix B provides a summary of the elevated temperature leak rate tests performed on
Samples 7 and 37. All of the elevatcd temperature leak rate tests at STD were conducted after the
samples had been treated with AVT wvater. Appendix B shows that both samples had deionized
wvater and primary water leak rates that were roughly the same; in the case of Sample 7, the
deionizedv water produced the slightly higher leak rate; in the case of Sample 37, tle simulated
primary wvater produced the slightly higher leak rate. These STD tests demonstrated that a
difference in water chemistry (deionized- deoxygenated water and deoxygenated primary water)
did not affect leak rate.

]aC

4.8 EVALUATION OF LEAK RATE DATA

The leak rate testing demonstrated, up to SLB pressure that the largest leak rate was obtained at
SLB pressure. It was also demonstrated that 600'F is a conservative temperature to consider in
an evaluation of leak rate data. Figure 4-4 provided a plot of the data (from Table 4-2) that had
been obtained at 6007F and SLB pressure. In this section, a conservative projection of the joint
length that wvould meet a leak rate criterion of 0.1 gpm per steam generator is provided using the
Table 4-2 data.

Figure 4-4 includes a regression line that was calculated by a least-squares lit of the Table 4-2
data. The regression line has a slope of [ Ia b C and an intercept of [ Iabc that can
be used to project a joint length that meets a given leak rate criteria. For example, for a leak rate
criterion of 0.1 gpni per steam generator in a 10,000 tube steam generator, the leak criterion per
tube is 1[10-5. Solving, [

1a"c H-lowever, there are several considerations that have not been
accounted for in this basic projection. A correction for the dilation of the tubeshect hole under
accident conditions has not been accounted for in this basic projection; this correction is
provided in Section 6. NDE positional error has not been added either; this is accounted for in
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Section 7. The basic projection has not accounted for statistical error of the projection or the
interdependency between measurements in this particular data set; these are considered in this
section of the report.

In this evaluation, it is assumed that every tube in the generator is flawed below the inspection
length. With the entire population of tubes in a generator under consideration, the appropriate
bounding case to account for statistical error is based on the confidence interval of the data.

The data in Table 4-2 consists of 21 leak rate measurements obtained from 8 samples. Multiple
observations were made on some samples and single observations were made on others. A
standard regression analysis on this data set would thus be somewhat erroneous, as some of the
observations made on the same sample would already be correlated. This differs from the W*
leak rate analysis where the same number of observations were made on each sample and no
single sample had more or less influence on the regression analysis than the other samples.

To account for the interdependency between some of the leak rate measurements, a statistical
resampling method was employed to create an artificial population of observations. The method
uses resampling with replacement to create the population, and is commonly referred to as
bootstrapping (Reference 22).

To generate a bootstrap uncertainty estimate for a given statistic from a set of data, a sub-sample
of a size equal to the size of the data set is generated from the data, and the statistic is calculated.
This sub-sample is generated with replacement so that any data point can be sampled multiple
times or not sampled at all. This process is repeated for many sub-samples, in this case 1000.
times. The computed values for the statistic form an estimate of the sampling distribution of the
statistic. In this case, the statistic of interest is the confidence interval on the projected joint
length at the leakaW2 criteria.

[.

]a.C Table 4-7 shows the transformed data.

Table 4-8 shows how the sample-with-replacement population is generated. [

After the sample-with-replacement population is generated, there are a total of 1000 sub-
samples. [

]ac
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For each sub-sample, at a given Ieak rate, Q, the joint lcngth that meets that leak rate can be
calculated [ Ia,' The calculation in

I Table 4-8 projects the joint length, L, from tilc given leak rate, Q, [

]axc

I The result, at a given leak rate, Q, is a total of 1000 joint lengths. As Table 4-S shows, this can be
repeated for any given leak rate. The 1000 joint lengths can then be sorted in ascending order to
detemiine the upper confidence limit.

A one-sided conservative upper 100 (1- cc)% confidence bound of the sampled population is
obtained using the F-distribution to find the smallest value of n such that,

I
*> p

I + N-n F+ - (N-n+1),2n

Where N is the total number of simulations performed (in this case N=1000) and P=I-cX
(Reference 23). To find the 95% upper confidence bound (ct=0.05) from a total of 1000 sorted
simulations, the 962nd lowest value (n=962) is used.

| Figure 4-4 also includes the 95% upper confidence limit, calculated using the method described
above at various leak rates.

The joint length, unadjusted for tubeshect hole dilation and NDE error, that meets leakage
criteria for each plant can be calculated using this method. Assuming a leak rate criterion of 0.1
gpm and a given number of tubes per steam generator, the uncorrected joint length that meets the

| lcakage criteria is provided for each plaflt in Table 4-9. The results are all approximately 6.6
inches, with nearly no difference between thc largest and smallest steam generators.

I
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Table 4-1: Sample 1 (3 inch Joint Length) Room Temperature Leak Rate Results Before and
After Elevated Temperature Testing

i . ,Average Leak
Delta Rate

Pressure (gpm)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (p sid ) I _ _ _ _

.
i I

I.,~:~

a,b,c
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Table 4-2: Summary of Elevated Tcmperature Leak Rate Tests

Target Target Average Established
Joint Target Primary Secondary Average Delta Leak

Bore Lengtlh Temp Primary Pressure Pressure Temp Pressure Rate
Sample Type (inches) Trial (OF) Fluid (psig) (psig) (OF) (psid) (galmin) Note

a,b,c

,8
See Notes on next page
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Table 4-2: Summary of Elevated Temperature Leak Rate Tests (Continued)
[ Note I

.I I

i=I

a,b,c
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Table 4-3: Data Used in the Regrcssion Analysis

Established 1C 1154 Rough Smooth
Leak Rate Joint Dummy Dummy Dummy Dummy
(cal/mn) Lenell (in)ll) a,b,c

1-- I 1 1- I

± I 1 i- I

.9- I 1 I- I

t I 1 I

t I 1 I

-9- 1 t 1- 1

-9-- 1 t 1- 1
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Table 4-4: Regression Results for Equation 2 Model Using C* & 1154 Data

a,b,c
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Table 4-5: Leak Rate vs. Temperature Tests

Average Length
Joint Delta of

Bore Lngth Pressure Tcst
Sample Typc (inches) (psid) (min)

L 4 4 4

a,b.c

I
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Table 4-6: Determination of Temperature and Pressure Effect on Leak Rate by Normalization

T Average Normalized Sample/Joint
Joint Average Delta Leak Leak Average Square

Length Temp Pressure Rate Rate Rate of
Sample (in) (F) (psid) (gpm) (gpm) (gpm) Difference

(Table continued on next page)

s,b,c
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Table 4-6: Determiination of Temperature and Prcssurc Effect on Lcak Rate by Normalization
(Continued)

Il I
a,b,c
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Table 4-7 Transformed Leak Rate Data

Raw Data Transformed
L- -: Q L-Lavg Q-Q.vg

Joint; Leak Joint Leak
Length Rate Length Rate

Index Sample (inches) : (gpm) (inches) (gpm)

=9m =__ F
a,b,c

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ _ I I '__ _ _ I I__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ i
i

i
i

i ! -
7

- I - . r

. . ; z
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4 Table 4-8: Gcneration of Sample with Rcplacemenit Data Set a.b~c

; . ;- . .

l . .l

l .l

l .l

l .l

l . . . .

l . . . .

l . . .

- ~ _ _ _ _ _ I I__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I - --__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I I I I I
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Table 4-9: Uncorrected Joint Lengths that the Meet Leakage Criterion for Each Plant

Assumed SG Leak - Uncorrected Joint Length
Assumed Number Criteria at 0.1 gpm/SG that Meets Leakage Criteria

Plant of Tubes per SG (gpm/tube) (inches)

Plant CI 5000 2.00xlO 5  6.55

Plant CG 7911 1.26xlO-5 6.56

Plant N 8500 1.18x10-5 6.56

Plant CD 9300 1.08xlO-5 6.57

Plant CF2 9300 1.08xO-51 6.57

Plant CF3 9300 1.08xlO-5 6.57

Plant CEI 10000 l.OOx105 6.57

Plant CE3 10000 I.00XO1xO 6.57
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a,b,c

Figure 4-1: Comparison of Sample I Room Temperature Leak Test Results with CEOG I 154 (at SLB Pressure).
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a,b,c

Figurc 4-2: Examplc of the Time Effect on Leak Rate
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a,b,c

Figure 4-3: Example of H* Leak Rate Effect of Time

Note the y-axis is the integrated mass of leakage from this H-1* sample. This graph show that the leakage slows down with time.
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a,b,c

Figure 4-4: Plot of Leak Rate vs. Joint Length at 6007F, AP = SLB.
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a,b,c

Figure 4-5: Samplc 2 (Joint Lcngth=1.5") Temperature Dependency.
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abc

Figure 4-6: Sample 3 (Joint Length=4") Temperature Dependency. I
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a,b,c

Figure 4-7: Sample 6 (Joint Length=2.25') Temperature Dependency.
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abc

Figure 4-8: Sample 6 (Joint Lcngth=3", P=NODP) Tcmperaturc Dependency.
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a,b,c

Figure 4-9: Example of Calculated Leak Rate Response Under Accident Conditions (Plant N)
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5.0 PULLOUT LOAD TESTS AND RESULTS

In the event that a steam generator tube is circumferentially degraded within the tubesheet, to the
extent that separation would occur, meaningful tube axial movement would be expected to be
prevented by the tube supports (with or without denting), adjacent tubes in the bend region, and
other upper bundle support structure elements. Nevertheless, if a tube separation were to occur
within the tubesheet, the portion of the tube from the separation location to the bottom of the
expansion transition must withstand appropriate applied loads to meet Reference 2 requirements.
An analysis of the vertical constraint provided by the upper bundle elements is provided in
Section 7.1 of this report, and is provided as an additional level of conservatism, but is not
presented as a primary consideration for pullout restraint. Axial loads must be opposed by the
axial restraint provided by the contact pressure betveen the tube and the tubesheet acting over
some interface length.

Reference 4 provided an analysis that showed that the inspection length was limited by the
leakage criteria rather than the pullout criteria, thus samples 1-7 were used primarily to develop
leak rate data. The completion of a pullout test on a given sample would prevent that sample
from being used in any further leak testing. Pullout tests were conducted on every joint
configuration except those from samples 36 and 37. Tests were conducted after leak testing on a
given joint configuration had been completed. The purpose of this testing was to screen a given
joint length to demonstrate that the joint was able to tolerate a 3NODP load. The 3NODP load
was not exceeded during these pullout screening tests in order to preserve the sample for possible
additional leak rate testing. Section 3.2.2 of this report provided much of the background
information for these tests.

This section of thc report provides the results of the pullout screening tests. Also, the pullout data
from Reference 4 remains applicable to the development of an inspection length and is re-
evaluated in this section of the report.

5.1 PULLOUT SCREENING TEST RESULTS

Table 5-1 presents a summary of the pullout screening test results. Rough bore joints as short as
Ia b c were able to withstand the 3NODP load. No smooth bore joint shorter than [

]atb'c was shown to withstand the 3NODP load. The sample 3 pullout test at a joint length
of [ Ia b was not performed because the sample 4 joint length at 3 inches pulled out under
3NODP conditions, and it was deemed more important to obtain additional leak rate data than to
perform this pullout screening.

Sample 1, with a joint length of [ Qasb c experienced a tube blowout during room
temperature leak rate testing at a pressure.of ]a b'c which is well below the lengths
discussed in Section 6.0. As Section 3.2.2 of this report explained, this event prompted the
change in the applied internal pressure during pullout screening. Smooth bore samples 3 and 4
did not withstand the 3NODP load at joint lengths of [ I , respectively.
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Table 5-1 also prcsents thc calculated pullout force with the end cap load added to the cxternal
tensilc load. The end cap load is calculated by multiplying the internal pressure by the nominal
tLbesheet hole diameter (0.758 inch).

Thcsc pullout forces are consistent with thc pullout forces measured in the CEOG Task 1154
program, as is noted below.

5.2 TASK 1154 PULLOUT TESTS

This section provides a brief summary of the CEOG Task 1154 pullout test program (Reference
4). In CEOG Task 1154, pullout tests were conducted on threc sample sources:

* A seven tube to tubesiect joint (Ringlials) mockup
* The Boston Edison canceled plant as-built steam gcenerator
* Tube to tubeshect joint mockups (collars)

In each case, the steam generator tubes were cut at measured distances below the "top of the
tubesheet." All tests were conducted as a function of joint length that is nominally the length of
the tube from the TTS to the cut surface.

Seven-Tubc (Ringghals RSG) Tubesheet

In the mid- 1980s, a tube to tubesheet joint mockup was fabricated as a demonstration for a
potential RSG project for the Ringhals plant in Sweden. The tubeshect was bored on a lathe and
that the BTA process was most likely simulated. The tubeshect was the standard Class 508
carbon steel material but was only 8 inches thick. Alloy 690 tubing with a 0.75" OD and a 43 mil
wall thickness was explanded into the tubesheet by the standard CE process including the
positioning roll and seal weld. Pullout testing of Alloy 690 compares favorably to Alloy 600
because the material property specifications are the same.

Boston Edison Steam Generator

The Boston Edison steam generator was labricated for the Boston Edison NSSS contract that was
subsequently cancelled. The lower portion of one of the steam generators had been preserved as
a test bed. As such, the tube to tubesheetjoints represented a set of as-built conditions typifying
the manufacturing processes of the vintage of most CEOG operating steam generators and so
were the most representative of the results that was expected from CEOG steam generators. The
tubesheet material was typical of operatinl units; the tube holes were also typical in terms of
size, tolerances and surface finish of a rough bore finish (gun-drilled) in terms of the surface
finish test conditions. The tube material was typical of production material installed in several
CE designed steam generators (provided by Noranda, 0.042 inch average wall thickness) and had
the normal variations in tube wall thickness and yield strengths that would be expected in
operating units. The explosive expansion process was also obviously typical of the techniques
employed for CE steam generators.
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Tube to tubesheet joint mockups'

The tube to tubesheet joint mockups used in the CEOG Task 1154 pullout tests were identical to
those used in the C* leak test program.

Pullout Load Tests Methods

Pullout testing was conducted in laboratory facilities in Chattanooga, Tennessee and in Windsor,
Connecticut using calibrated load cells. The equipment for the pull tests in the Chattanooga and
Windsor laboratories were similar and both'were calibrated to accepted standards.

For the tests performed in Chattanooga, a mechanical gripper secured the upper end of the tube
to the load cell. A tight fitting mandrel inside the tube prevented the gripper from deforming the
tube at the gripper location and a bracket secured the mockups to the piston that applied the load.
Slipping of the tube in the gripper was noted in the "first move" and accounted for in the results
by use of the maximum pull force result 'after movement of the tube in the tubesheet collar was
noted. Gripper slippage in general would result in'lower pull force and is therefore conservative
even if it had been mistakenly ignored.

For the tests performed in Windsor, a retention plate with a threaded hole was used to secure the
upper end of the tube to the load cell and a similar plate was used to secure the collar to th-
crosshead. Threaded plugs that had a means of allowing water to enter and exit the tube were
welded to the upper end of the tube and to the lower end of the collar. The threaded portion of
the plugs was screwed into the threaded hole of the two retentionplates. Sample slippage did not
occur.

X-Y plotters were used to record load versus crosshcad displacement. After the specimen was
secure in the test machine, loads were applied at a fixed crosshead displacement rate in the
Windsor tests and at a manually adjusted load in the Chattanooga tests until the severed tube was
pulled from the tubesheet. The load at which first slippage of the tube in the tubesheet occurred
and the maximum load during the test were noted and recorded. A plot of load versus crosshead
displacement was also obtained for each mockup tested. In the Chattanooga tests, the slope of the
ascending load vs. time curve varied as the rate at which the hydraulic pump pressure regulator
screw was adjusted. This was done manually and intentionally slowly so as not to miss the data
readings. Once the tube began to move, the pressure regulator was not adjusted any more, unless
the tube stopped moving. In most cases,'the maximum force was achieved after the tubes had
moved some distance.

The Chattanooga load'cell applied a manually adjustable constant load process. The Windsor
load cell was applied in a constant displa'ce'ment r'ate process. The test plan called for two collar
specimens to be tested in Chattanooga as a cross-reference between the Chattanooga and
Windsor load cell tests to show' that the te'st setups would provide comparable results. The
difference in processes results in some variability in the results as indicated by the two rough
bore collar'specimens (specimens 20 and 21) tested in Chattanooga and the remainder of the
rough bore'collar specimens tested in Windsor. Specimens 20 and 21 were made up of tubes with
wall thicknesses of 42 mils. Whereas, all other rough bore samples were made up of 48 mil wall
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thickncss tubes. Thc differcncc in wall thickness was judged to have littic significancc as a
contributor to the variation in the rcsulting maximum pullout loads; thc diffecrencc in cross-
sectional areas is only about 12% and other factors (surface roughncss variations, sampic
prcparation variations, testing technique, etc.) wcre considered to have greater significancc.

5.3 ANALYSIS OF PULLOUT TEST RESULTS

Table B. -1 of Reference 25 provides a summary of rough bore pullout test data obtained from
the Boston Edison steam generators and the Task 1154 laboratory data. Table 5-2 provides a
compilation of the Reference 25 (Table B. 1-1) pullout data that was obtained at room
temperature and with no intcrnal pressure. Reference 25 (Table B. l- 1) only provides the targeted
joint length for the Task 1 154 data; the actual joint length for this same set of data is found in
Table 4-3 of Reference 4. None of the samples listed in Table 5-2 were previously leak tested at
an elevated temperature.

The data in Table 5-2 was scaled to account for differences in tube wall thickness and differences
in testing procedures. This wall thickness and process adjustment is described in Reference 25 as
follows:

The pull dlata is adijusted'J ri ttwo overall e1ffects: (1) the Plaunt CF steam generator tubes
are 48 miu wtall so the 42 otil wall c/ala has beeni scaled to 48 onils; and l (2) the pull tests
conduictedl at the IWinctsor location was adrjustedt dlown to the Chattanooga d/ata to account
fior process varial)ility (aind material properties). The inean yieldf strengths of t/he 48 mil
tubes are approximately 9 klsi greater than the 42 mil dlata. The assutnedl mneani yieldl of ti/e
Boston Edison tubes ait 45 ksi is the in/i(-point of the stanclardl CE tlesign specification. The
test specimens hadl a yield streng7 tfh tit 54 ksi. The eqfcts of the yieldl andlprocess
differences are not separable anl acre consilere(d in combination. It is noted that a process
difference is evidlent because the cdi~ffrence between the tests conduictecl at tie tiwo
locations is larger t/han can he accounted for in tubhe yieltl strength clifferences. The
adijustinentfir itent (2) was coniservtatively apvplied kv [

]a,c

Figure 5-1 provides a plot of the 48 mil wall rough bore data. In Figure 5-2, the pull data that
occurs above the yield point of the tubing (54 ksi) is plotted, but not used to detcnirine the lower
confidence bound. The sample I blowout data is shown to be consistent with the rest of the
pullout data, however this pressurized pullout data is not used in the regression analysis either.
The regression analysis is used in the determination of the effect of tubeshect hole dilation in
Section 6. The Section 6 analysis requires a determination of the contact pressure due to the
explansion process alone, which is derived from the slope of the regression line in Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-2 presents a similar plot for the 42 mil wvall rough bore data.

Table 5-3 presents a summary of smooth bore pullout data from the Task 1 154 program and
includes the Ringhals data from the Reference 4 report. Pullout tests conducted at an elevated
temperature or with an internal pressure have been excluded because the Section 6 tubesheet hole
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dilation requires the contact force from the explansion process alone. Figure 5-3 shows a plot of
the Task 1154 and Ringhals smooth bore pullout data and includes Samples 3 and 4 for
comparison. As with the rough bore plots, the pullout screening tests are provided for
comparison but are not included in the regression analysis. Nevertheless, the pullout screening
test data are consistent with the other smooth bore pullout data.
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Table 5- I: Summary of Screening Pullout Tests

Axial
Plannced Force

Maximum From
Joint Internal Tensile Did Internal Pullout

Bore Length Pressure Load Tube First Pressure Force
Sample Type (inches) (psig) (Ibf) Move? Move (Ibf) b a,b,c
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Table 5-2: Rough Bore Pullout Test Data from Previous Test Programs
(Room Temperature, Ambient Internal Pressure)

As Tested Adjusted
Joint Pullout Pullout

Sample Specimen Length Force Force
Source mber (inches) (Obf) (Ibf) Comments a,c,e
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Table 5-3: Smooth Borc Pullout Test Data firom Previous Tcst Programs
(Room Tcmpcrature, Ambicnt Internal Prcssurc)

Joint Pullout
Sample Specimen Targct Force
Sourcc Number J(il.) a,c,c
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a,c,c

Figure 5-1: Pullout Force for 48 mil Wall Rough Borc Samples from the Boston Edison Steam Gcnerators, CEOG Task 154 and
Sample 1.

(The tests that used tubes with 42 mil data were scaled to 48 mil wall. Process adjustment made to Task 1 54 data).
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a,c,c

Figure 5-2: Pullout Forcc for 42 mil Wall Rough Bore Samples from the Boston Edison Steam Generators and CEOG Task I1 54.
(The tests that used tubes with 48 mil data were scaled to 42 mil wall. Process adjustment made to Task 1154 data).
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ac.e

Figure 5-3: Pullout Force for 42 mil Wall Smooth Bore Samples from CEOG Task 1154, Ringhals Samples and Samples 3 and 4.
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6.0 TUBESHEET DEFLECTION ANALYSIS

Tubesheet deflection under primary to secondary differential pressure causes a dilation of the
tubesheet holes in the upper half of the tubesheet that is a maximum at the secondary face, i.e.,
top of the tubesheet. The dilation diminishes to zero at the tubesheet neutral plane, which is near
the mid-plane, and contracts below the neutral plane. The hole dilation causes a reduction in the
contact forces holding a tube in the tubesheet and reduces the resistance to any leakage if
throughwall flaws exist.

6.1 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL ANALYSIS

The effect of tubesheet deflection (flexure) on the contact load between the tube and tubesheet
was modeled using Finite Element Model (FEM) analysis (Reference 26). The FEM analysis
provided a direct output of the tube-to-tubesheet interface loads, which included the reduction of
the contact loads from the pressure and thermal expansion and the tube explansionresidual
pressure in the upper part of the tubesheet.

Tubesheet dilation effects applied to a single tube FEM were calculated from the tubesheet
stresses for the worst case loading conditions documented in the respective CE steam generator
design reports. Symmetry of the tube/tubesheet was used to reduce the finite element model size,
incorporating axisymmetric 2-D modeling of the tube and tubesheet. The model length was 8.0
inches from the tubesheet secondary face (TTS) into the tubesheet. Because the results are linear
with tubesheet axial position, lengths greater than 8 inches can be linearly extrapolated.

For the FEM analysis the internal tube pressure was set to 0 psia for the flexure case only with
the thermal for the tube and tubesheet at 600'F. The tube hole displacements applied to the
model were based on an equivalent solid plate effect (which corsiders the tube hole sizes and
pattern) as documented in the respective CE steam generator design reports. In these design
reports, a conservative classical interaction type of analysis was performed on the tubesheet
including the primary head, secondary shell, and stay cylinder in the interaction model. The
divider plate, which would reduce deflections, is conservatively neglected. The worst location
(point of maximum tubesheet deflection) in this interaction model from the design reports was
used in the FEM. The pressure differential at this location resulted in the maximum equivalent
solid plate stresses and maximum tube hole displacements to use for input into the FEM. The
tubesheet membrane and bending stresses as a function of depth are applied to the FEM to
determine the loss of contact pressure due to this loading. Based on an evaluation of the original
design reports, the Plant CI tubesheet flexure stresses were determined to be [ ]a than
the stresses from the Plant CF evaluation (Plant CI does not have a stay cylinder) so the Plant CI
values for dilation loads were scaled up from Plant CF/Plant CD results.

The following bounding conditions were considered in the finite element analysis (FEA):

]ax
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]axc

6.2 DILATION CORRECTION FOR BURST

Burst criteria in NEI 97-06 arc defined by tile maximum of three times the NODP or 1.4 times
the differential prcssure associated wvith the most scverc accident. The 3NODP criterion governs
for all CE SG designs. The 3NODI' tests conducted in the C* test program and the CEOG Task
1154 testing did not directly account for tubeshect dilation, rather the dilation was determined
analytically in the FENI analysis described abovc and applied as described in this section. Thc
NEI 97-06 and EPRI requirements do not require the combination of tubeshect bending at SLB
conditions with the 3NODP burst criteria, but these criteria were conservatively combined in this
analysis.

The normal operating pressure differential pressure for the Plant CF 2 & 3, Plant N, Plant CD,
Plant CG, and Plant CEI & 3 steam generators are showvn in Table 6-1. Also included in this
table is three times tile Normial Operating Pressure (NOP) differential. The inner radius of the
tubeshIeCt hole in the non-explanded region is [ ] , which results in an inner tubeshect
hole area of [ Ia"c Thus, the maximum pullout load would be three times NOP times
[ ]a.c

The following points were used in tile correction for dilation:

* The results from the tube Pullout Tests for the tubeshiect collars at room temperature
documented in Section 5.0 of this report were used to establish tile residual contact load
from tile tube explansion. For example, the slope of the bounding regression line
illustrated in Figure 5-1 represents tile force per unit length, i.e., [

]a., for the 48 mil tubing in a rough bore tubeshect h1ole.

* A coefficient of friction of [ ]a.C c was used based on similar applications (References
27; 28) to determinc the axial load due to the holc dilation from the nornial load
calculated in the FENI analysis. The load due to dilation is a negative number in the upper
tubeshieet region indicating a reduction in load in the tube to tubesheet joint.

* The net axial contact load results from combining the tubeshieet ilexure load and the
explansion load. The net loads wvere calculated as function of depth into the tubesheet and
compared with the maximum pullout load for three times the Normal Operating
Differential Pressure (NODP). The three times NODP represents the governing criteria
for tube/tubeseiect joint integrity based oln tile guidelines specified in NEI 97-06. Three
times NODP exceeds the differential pressure effect for tile main steam line break
(MSLB) for all CE designed steam generators. The tubeshiect depth where the net contact
load exceeds the 3NODP pullout load is the joint length that ensures that the burst criteria
are met.
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The pullout loads provided in the plots of pullout force versus joint length for 48 and 42 mil tube
wall thicknesses in section 5 are equivalent to the end cap loads that would act to force the tube
from the tubesheet. If these axial forces are greater than the pullout loads provided in Table 6-1
for a given joint length then the joint satisfies the burst criteria. The correction for tubesheet hole
dilation reduces the joint contact force by an' amount determined in the FEM analysis. The
contact force and the dilation force acting normally on the tube wall are converted to axial forces
by multiplying by the coefficient of friction The tubesheet deflection (flexure) loads in the X
and Z (F,, and F,) directions with respect to the depth of the tubesheet from the secondary face
are illustrated in Table 6-2 through Table 6-7. The'summation of the axial loads provided in the
following tables is compared to the pullout loads in Table 6- 1. The burst based inspection lengths
for each plant are provided in Table 6-8.

The results provided in Table 6-2 through Table 6-7 are summarized in Table 6-8. The pullout
load criteria are met at depths ranging from 2.25 - 4.25 inches from the secondary face of the
tubesheet. As indicated in Table 6-8, a [ ]asC~ e adjustment for NDE probe location
uncertainty is added to each pullout result.

The most limiting specimers shown in Figure'5-1 through Figure 5-3 have pullout loads of 2548
lbf, 2198 lbf and 716 lbf, respectively (with quarter-inch incremental contact loads of 212 1bf, 183
lbf and 56.6 lbf, respectively). Repeating the analyses presented in Table 6-2 through Table 6-7,
using these quarter- inch incremental contact loads 'for'the fourth column of values, yields
required engagement lengths less than 5.3 inches to'resist the 3NODP pullout loads noted in
Table 6-1. These lengths, using the most limiting specimen, are presented in Table 6-8. If the
force per unit length for the most limiting specimerE were used to determine the required length
of expanded tube needed to resist pullout, the lengths would still be less than the proposed
inspection'distances summarized in Table 2-l and Table 6-15.

6.3 DILATION CORRECTION FOR LEAKAGE

The burst based inspection length is bounded by the leakage based inspection length for all CE
designed steam generators. The leak test results provided in Section 4 require adjustment to
account for tubesheet hole dilation. Hole dilation reduces the contact force and thereby the
resistance to leakage. The method for the dilation correction and the results are provided in this
section. The leak limit is established for the limiting design basis accident which for CE design
units is the MSLB. The flexure for the tubesheet and the resultant tube hole dilation are
determined at MSLB conditions.

The net radial contact pressure of the combined effect of explansion, MSLB pressure and
temperature, and tubesheet flexure results in no'gap'between the tube and tubesheet at any
location. The absence of a gap indicates that the leakage would be significantly restricted despite
any tubesheet flexure. Additional compression will result from the tube pressure and to a lesser
extent thermal expansion. The tube to tubesheet stress considering the 'expansion of the tubesheet
hole due to a MSLB pressure of 2560 psi is [ ac compression for the 0.048" tube wall
thickness 'and [ ]IC compression for the 0.042" tubc wall thickness based on the exact
formulae for thick-walled cylinders, e.g., tubesheet simulant, in Reference 29. If it is postulated
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that the reduction in contact force is inverscly proportional to thc flowv restriction (characterized
as the tube-to-tubeshect diamcter difference), then the Icngth of the flow rcgion must be
increased by that proportion to achicve thc samc leak ratc. Thc contact forcc is directly
proportional to the axial load. Thereforc, in order to compute the ratio of thc total contact duc to
explansion, pressure, temperature and tubeshect bending to thc contact duc only to cxplansion
pressure and tcmperaturc, a sum of the forces method described below wvas uscd.

A sum of the forces method is used as part of the deternmilation of the equivalent length in the
leak vs. length results provided in Section 4. The sum of the forces at any elevation z, F, is the
sum ol thc contact force; the force due to dilation; the force due to pressure; and the force due to
temperature. The dilation force is negative in value.

XF7 =Fc tFd+Fp+Ft

Wherc:
F, = joint contact force (slope of the 95% bound line in Figure 5-1 through Figure 5-3).
Fd = force accounting for tubeshect hole dilation (Reference 26).
Fp = force fromt RCS pressure at MSLB differential pressure.
Ft = force from the differential thermal expansion of materials.

The summation of forces and the relation to the joint length arc tabulated in Table 6-9 through
Table 6- 14 and summarized in Table 6-15 for the respective CE designed steam generators. The
columnis in these tables are defined as follows:

Depth in Tubeshiect

This columni in each table is the length of the joint or the axial position z in the tubeshcet in the
dilated tubeshiect hole. The [ ]3', increments correspond to the tubeshect deflection
analysis (Reference 26) increments. The length listed in this column is that length which
corresponds to the "Curn No-Dilate Length" equal to (or just greater than) the non-dilated joint
length that m1eCts the leakage criteria. It is the recommended inspection length without NDE
correction at the leak rate criteria assuming all tubes are severed.

TS Joint Axial Force (F,)

Fc is tile contact axial force due to the cxplansion at each incremental elevation or joint length
from Figure 5-1 through Figure 5-3 in Section 5.0. The joint contact force varies according to
tube wvall thickness and tubesheet hole surface roughness. Note in the Figure 5-1 through Figure
5-3 that for the 95% bound line the extreme values for a small firaction (5%) of tubes are
conservatively assumed to have no contact pressure to a joint length up to approximately one
inch.

RCS Pressure and Diff. Thermial Axial Force (Fp + Ft)

The RCS Pressure and Diff. Thermal Axial Force is the force due to RCS pressure inside the
tube plus the force due to tile differential thermial expansion between tile tube and t ubesilect at
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6000 F. Thc force is equal ([ ]3C) for both 42 and 48 mil wall tubing because of
the compensating effects on force in the internal pressure and differential thermal expansion.

Initial Axial Force (F1 + Fp + Ft)

The initial axial force is the sum of the TS Joint Axial Force, the RCS Pressure, and Diff.
Thermal Axial Force.

Dilation Axial Force (Fd)

Fd is the axial force due to dilation which is the reduction of force due to tubesheet flexure from
Reference 26. The axial force due to dilation' to a depth of 8.0 inches is calculated from the
computer files in Reference 26. For the increment lengths from 8 incmes to 16 inches into the
tubesheet, the average delta in the axial force due to dilation for the first 8 inches is extrapolated
and conservatively applied to the next 8 inches into the tubesheet. This force is a negative value
(tensile force) down to approximately the mid-plane of the tubeshect after which it is a positive
value (compressive force).

Net Axial Force (F. + Fp + Ft + Fd)

The net axial force is the sum of F. + Fp + Ft + Fd

Net/Initial Ratio (F, + Fp + Ft + Fd) / (F1 + Fp + Ft)

The ratio of the sum of all forces to the sum of the forces without dilation is the fraction of the
contact force at MSLB compared to the "unbent" tubeshect condition.

Equivalent No-Dilate Length (Net/Initial Ratio x [ Ia c)

This is the joint length in the "unbent" tubesheet corresponding to the equivalent "depth in
tubesheet" [ Pa'c increment joint length from the first column for the tubeshect at MSLB
conditions.

Cumulative No-Dilate Length

The cumulative non-dilated joint length can be indexed to the results from the leak rate tests. The
joint length at the leak rate criterion of 0.1 gpm (from Table 4-9) is indexed in this column to the
equivalent joint length for MSLB conditions in the "Depth in Tubesheet" column. Linear
interpolation of the appropriate results in Table 6-9 through Table 6-14, indicated by bold type,
produces the recommended inspection length for each plant or class of plants, excluding NDE
probe positional error. Table 6-15 summarizes the corrected results with and without the addition
of the [ Ia,' NDE probe location uncertainty. The leak-based values bound the burst-
based values from Table 6-8 and are used as the recommended inspection length.
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Discussion

The pullout force model is a simplification ol a more complex theory of elasticity solution. The
elasticity solution accounts for the reduction in contact pressure due to Poisson contraction of the
tube and leads to an integral solution for the pullout force as a function of initial contact pressure.
The overall strength of the joint is asymptotic to a constant value as the length of the joint
increases. For short to medium joint lengths, a linear approximation is adequate and reasonably
accurate. The models are based on the axial force needed to move the tube section being greater
than the product of the radial contact force (the normal force) and the coefficient of friction. The
normal force per unit length of joint is found as the product of the contact pressure and the
circumference at the tube-to-tubesheet interface. The effects of pressure and temperature are
adjusted analytically using the results from a finite element model of the tube in the tubesheet.

To illustrate whether actual pullout and leak rate data support the magnitude of this analytical
adjustment, it is necessary to identify appropriate test data. The pullout data presented in Section
5 were all obtained from tests perfomned at room temperature. There were some pullout tests
performnd in which the specimcris were pressurized internally, leading to an increase in the
radial contact pressure between the tube and the tubesheet simulation collar, but these pullout
tests were not conducted at an elevated temperature. [

p.b'c

The results from screening tests for smooth bore specimens are presented in Table 5- 1. [

lab.c
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Table 6-1: Required Pullout Load for 3NODP

Primary Secondary Differential Required
Pressure Pressure Pressure 3NODP Pullout Load

Plant --- (psig) (psig) (psid) (psid) (Ibf)

I II

a,b,c
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Table 6-2: Tubesheet Deflection Analysis Results, Reduction in Contact Load
for Plant CF2 & CF3 and Plant CD Steam Generators

RCS Pressure and
F,, Fz F, Diff. Thermal Cumulative

Dcpth into Dilation Dilation Contact Axial F, F. net
Tubesheet Load Load Load Force net Loads

(inches) I (lbf) I (Ibf) (lbf) (Ibf) (Ib f) (lbf) a,b,c
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Table 6-3: Tubesheet Deflection Analysis Results, Reduction in Contact Load
for Plant CI Steam Generators

RCS
Pressure
and Diff.

Fx Fz Fz Thermal Cumulative
Depth into Dilation Dilation Contact Axial Fz net
Tubesheet Load Load Load Force Fz net Loads
(inches) (Ibf) (Ibf) (Ibf) (Ibf) (Ibf) (Obf) a,b,c
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Table 6-4: Tubesheet Deflection Analysis Results, Reduction in Contact Load
for Plant N Steam Generators

, , . . ;; :; :

RCS
Pressure
and Diff.

Fx Fz Fz Thermal Cumulative
Depth into Dilation Dilation Contact Axial Fz net
Tubesheet Load Load Load Force Fz net Loads
(inches) (lbf) (Ibf) (bf) (lbr) Obf) Obf) a,,b,c

Tubesheet Deflection Analysis May 2005
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Table 6-5: Tubesheet Deflection Analysis Results, Reduction in Contact Load
for Plant CG Steam Generators

RCS Pressure
and Diff.

F, F, F, Thermal
Depth into Dilation Dilation Contact Axial F7 Cumulative F.
Tubesheet Load Load Load Force net net Loads
(inches) (Ibr) (Ibf) (Ibf) (lbf) (Obf) (Ibf)

L
a,b,c

_ _ _ I_ _ I _ I._ _ I__ _ I _ 1 __

4 4 4- 4 4 4

4 $ 4- 4 4 4

4 4 + 4 4 4

4 4 + 4 4 4

4- 1 4- 4- 4 4

4 1 4- 4 4 4

4 4 1- 4 4 4
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Table 6-6: Tubesheet Deflection Analysis Results, Reduction in Contact Load
for Plant CEl Steam Generators

-RCS

Pressure
and Diff.

Fx Fz Fz Thermal Cumulative
Depth into Dilation Dilation Contact Axial Fz net
Tubeshect Load Load Load Force' Fz net Loads

(inches) (lbf) (Ibf) (lbr) (Ibf) (Ibf) (lbf) a,b,c
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Table 6-7: Tubesheet Deflection Analysis Results, Reduction in Contact Load
for Plant CE3 Steam Generators

RCS Pressure
and Diff.

F,, F, F, Thermal
Depth into Dilation Dilation Contact Axial F7 Cumulative F.
Tubesheet Load Load Load Force net net Loads
(inches) (Ibf) (Ibf) (Ibf) (Ibf) (Ibf) (lb)

IP 1608N Reiso =-

a,b,c
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Table 6-8: Burst Based Inspection Length
Including Tubesheet Deflection and NDE Corrections

For All CE Designed Steam Generators

Burst Based Burst Based
Burst Based Inspection Length Inspection Length

Inspection Length Corrected Corrected
Corrected for Dilation and NDE for Dilation and NDE

for Dilation Using the Most Limiting Data
Plant (inches) (inches) (inches)

Plant CI 2.75 3.1 4.1
Plant N 2.25 2.6 2.6

Plant CF/Plant CD 2.25 2.6 2.6
Plant CG 4.25 4.6 5.3
Plant CEl 2.50 2.8 3.1
Plant CE3 4.00 4.3 4.6
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Table 6-9: Effect of Tubeshect Deflection for Plant CF and Plant CD Steam Generators

RCS Pressure and Equiv. Cum.
TS Joint DifT. Thermal Initial Dilation Net No- No-

Axial Axial Axial Axial Axial Dilate Dilate
Depth in Force Force Force Force Force Net / Initial Length Length

Tubesheet (in) (lbf) (lb,) (lbr) (lbf) (lbf) Ratio (in) (in) a,b,c

Tubesheet Deflection Analysis May2005
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Table 6-10 : Effect of Tubesheet Deflection for Plant N Steam Generators

RCS
Pressure and

TS Diff. Equiv. Cum.
Joint Thermal Initial Dilation Net No- No-

Depth in Axial Axial Axial- Axial Axial Net / Dilate Dilate
Tubesheet Force Force Force- Force Force Initial Length Length

(in) (lbf) jObo- (lb) (lbf) Ratio (in) (in) a,b,c

Teh e Delcto Anlssa 2 0
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Table 6-1 1: Effect of Tubesheet Deflection for Plant CG Steam Generators

Depth TS Joint RCS Pressure and Initial Dilation Net
in Axial Dimf. Tlhermal Axial Axial Axial Equiv. No-Dilate Cum. No-Dilate

Tubesheet Force Axial Force Force Force Force Length Length
(in) (Ibf) (Ibf) (Ibf) (IbI) (Ibf) Net /Initial Ratio (in) (in) a,b,c
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Table 6-12: Effect of Tubesheet Deflection for Plant CE1 Steam Generators

RCS
Pressure
and Diff.

TS Joint Thermal -Initial -Dilation Net Equiv. Cum.
Depth in Axial Axial Axial ---Axial Axial Net / No-Dilate No-Dilate

Tubesheet Force Force . Force; -- Force Force Initia I Length Length
(in) (lb1 (Ib i -(lb! -- (ba - (lb%3 Ratio (in) (in) a,b,c

Tubesheet Deflection Analysis
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Table 6-13: Effect of Tubeshect Deflection for Plant CE3 Steam Generators
Depth in TS Joint RCS Pressure Initial Dilation Net Equiv. Cum.

Tubesheet (in) Axial and DiFr. Thermal Axial Axial Axial No-Dilate No-Dilath
e Force Axial Force Force ForcA Force Net / Initia l L angth eno th
| (lb,)J ( bf) (Ibf) (lbf) Ratio (in) (in)

a,b,c

+ -4- 4-4 4-4 4 4

+ + 4-4 4-4 4 4

4. 4- 4-4 4-1 4. 4

4- + -44.I_

4- + 4-4 4-4 4 4

4- + 4-4 4-4 4

4 4 4-4 4-4 4 4

4 4 4-4 4-4 4 4

4 4 4-4 4-4 4 4

4. 4. 44 4-4 4 4

4- + 4-4 4-4 + 4

4. 4. 4-4 1--i 4. 4

4 4 4-4 4-1 4. 1

+ 4 4-4 4-4 4 4

+ 4 4-4 4-4 4 4

4 4 4-4 4-4 4 4

4 + 4-4 4-4 4 4

4 4 4-4 4-4 4 4
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Table 6-14: Effect of Tubesheet Deflection for Plant C1 Steam Generators

RCS Pressure Equiv. Cum.
TS Joint and Diff.' Initial Dilation Net No- No-

Axial Thermal Axial Axial Axial Axial Dilate Dilate
Depth in Tubesheet Force Force Force Force Force Net / Initial Length Length

(in) (Ibf) (lb,) . (lbf) (lbf) (lbr) Ratio (in) (in) a,b,c

I I I
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Table 6-15: Inspection Length Based on Leakage

From From Interpolated Lcak Rate
Table 6-8: Table 4-9: Leak Rate Bascd

Burst Based Uncorrected Based Inspection
Inspection Joint Length Inspection Length

Length Corrected that Meets Length Corrected for
for Dilation and Leakage Corrected for Dilation and

NDE Criteria Dilation NDE
Plant (in.) (inches) (in.) (in.)

Plant Cl 3.1 6.55 11.1 11.4
Plant N 2.6 6.56 9.8 10.1

Plant CF/Plant CD 2.6 6.57 10.1 10.4
Plant CG 4.6 6.56 11.3 11.6

Plant CEI 2.8 6.57 10.1 10.4

Plant CE3 4.3 6.57 11.3 11.6
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7.0 OTHER FACTORS

There are several miscellaneous factors that can also be considered regarding the conservatism in
establishing the criterion. Among these are the role of the upper bundle structure (Section 7.1),
the effect of the EDM cuts on the laboratory leak rates (Section 7.2), the presence (or lack) of a
an expansion taper as is present with WEXTEX expansions (Section 7.3), NDE axial position
uncertainty (Section 7.4), and a possible methodto characterize the tubesheet hole surface
roughness with NDE (Section 7.5).

7.1 VERTICAL CONSTRAINT EVALUATION

7.1.1 Summary

A defense in depth portion of the justification for partiallength RPC inspection of the tube joint
includes the constraint provided by the upperbundle structural elements. This constraint would
limit the vertical motion that would ensue if the tube potentially separated within the tubesheet
due to circumferential cracking or other forms of degradation (such as IGSCC initiated cracks).

A stack up of tolerances was developed to show how the tube vertical constraint mechanically
limits the pullout joint length. This was conducted on a bounding plant basis. The support
systems on the secondary side of the steam generator were considered for the tube bundle and
individual tubes, which consist of tubes with 90° bends and horizontal runs between the bends,
and tubes with U-bends. , -

The tubes with horizontal runs are supported by a vertical and horizontal support system that
supports the weight of each tube and would additionally provide restraint against vertical
movement for each tube in the case of a severed tube event: The CE-designed steam generator
has a robust tube support structure unique~to the CE design. The tubes are supported laterally by
two diagonal bars (batwings) and up to seven vertical grids anchored near the top of the tube
bundle shroud. The interlocked tube bundle support structures (vertical grids) are connected by
welding to I-beams that are welded to the tube bundle shroud. This structure cages internal tubes
and would limit axial movement of a tube end that was severed and free to move within the
tubesheet.

Figure 7-1 through Figure 7-4 provide selected schematics and photographs depicting the
installed tubes with their vertical and horizontal supports. These schematics and photos provide a
general picture of how the tubes interact with the support system.

7.1.2 Vertical Constraint Determination for Plant Cl, Plant CE and Plant CG

The steam generator tube bundle consists of:,

* Tubes with bw row numbers (Rows 1 through 18), with U-bends, and

* .1v*

I'..
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* Tubes with high row numbers (Rows 19 through 103 for Plant Cl, through 138 for Plant
CG, and through 159 for Plant CE), with 10-inch radius 900 bends and horizontal runs
between the bends.

The low row U-bend tubes do not require support in the horizontal direction because they are
laterally supported by the eggcrate tube supports and are relatively short. The longer tubes are
supported by up to seven vertical grids (depending on location) that support the weight of each
tube and will provide restraint against vertical movement in the case of a severed tube event.
Plant CT, Plant CE3 and Plant CG (RSGs) steam generator drawings were reviewed to determine
the maximum clearance between the tube and the adjacent stpport components (above and
below each tube). The maximum clearance is [ 1` including consideration for the
tolerance range on material thickness and the width of support openings.

The upper support assembly consists of a welded grid with openings which capture each tube.
This grid is attached to the upper support structure by welding and bolting. The upper support
structure is welded to the steam generator baffle assembly. Individual tubes are captured in such
a manner that vertical movement is prevented by the supports or neighboring tubes at the next
higher elevation.

The tubes in rows 26 through the largest row number are coupled by vertical grid supports. The
tube bundle and supports expand vertically (thermal growth) as a unit. The longer tubes in the
tube bundle expand more than the shorter tubes according to their length. Since the tubes are
connected through the support grid, thermal stresses develop in each tube at operating
temperature. These tubes assume a deflected shape during operation which would further restrict
any vertical movement of the individual tube.

The outer row tubes extend beyond the last vertical grid. The center of the vertical length of
tubes in the last outer row would react through a cantilever distance in the event of a tube sever.
These tubes can deflect by the primary and secondary system differential pressure end cap load
acting on a severed tube; any tube on the periphery of the bundle could move vertically far
enough to be removed from the tubesheet. The outer tube in each row or line would be
considered at a peripheral location which includes the last two rows of tubes (for Plant CT the last
two rows are 102 and 103; for Plant CG the last two rows are 137 and 138; and for Plant CE the
last twvo rows are 158 and 159).

Tubes located inside the peripheral tubes but within the vertical grid system (Rows 26 through
and including two row numbers less than the highest row number) can also move vertically.
However movement is restricted to the distance vertically tp to the neighboring tube (nominally
1.0 inch except for Plant CI which can move 0.5 inch). Once the postulated severed tube reaches
the tube above it, the movement is restricted by the support grid system and all other tubes
connected to the vertical grid. Hence, all tubes except those located on the periphery, will be
limited to a nominal one-inch movement (0.5 inch for Plant CI) in the vertical direction.

Tubes located outside the vertical grid system but not on the periphery may be capable of
moving up to [ ];Ic In this case the tube above the severed tube is not supported by the
vertical grid and may be moved out of the way. However, once the severed tube "squeezes"
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between two intact tubes its horizontal movement is limited and it would be captured by tubes in
the next higher tube row. Therefore the maximum vertical distance any tube other than
peripheral tubes can move is limited to approximately [ 3a.C (for tubes in Rows I
through 25). There is no restriction of movement for the peripheral tubes.

7.1.3 Vertical Constraint Determination'for Plant CF, Plant CD and Plant N

The designs of the Plant CF steam generators were reviewed and are representative of the Plant
CD and Plant N steam generators. The steam generator tube bundle tubes consist of:

Low row number tubes (Rows I thruiigh 18) with U-bends, and

Higher row number tubes (Rows 19 through 147) with 90° bends and horizontal runs
between the bends.

The low row U-bend tubes do not require support in the horizontal 'direction because they are
close to an eggcrate and are relatively short. The longer tubes are supported by up to 'seven
vertical grids (depending on location) that sup'port the weight of each tube and provide restraint
against vertical movement in the ease of a severed tube event. Plant CF, Units 2 & 3, steam
generator drawings were reviewed to determine the maximum clearance between the tube and
the adjacent support components (above and below each tube). The clearance is [ Iac
including consideration for the tolerance range on material thickness and the width of slots.

The upper support assembly consists of a welded grid with openings which capture each tube.
This grid is attached to the upper support structure by welding and bolting. The upper support
structure is welded to the steam generator baffle assembly. Individual tubes are captured in such
a manner that vertical movement is prevented by the supports or neighboring tubes at the next
higher elevation.

The tubes in rows 26 through 147 are coupled by vertical grid supports. The tube bundle and
supports expand vertically (thernal growth) as a unit. The longer tubes in the tube bundle expand
more than the shorter tubes according to their length. Since the tubes are connected through the
support grid, thermal stresses develop in each tube at operating temperature. These tubes assume
a deflected shape during operation which would further restrict any vertical movement of the
individual tube.

The maximum distance between the last vertical grid and the' center of the vertical length of
tubes in Row 147 is [ ]a c These' tubes' can 'deflect by the primary and secondary
system differential pressure end cap load acting on a severed tube. In fact, any tube on the
periphery of the bundle could move verticaly'far enough' to be removed from the tubesheet. The
outer tube in each line would be considered at a peripheral location (total of 175 tubes, which
includes all of Rows 146 and 147).

Tubes'located inside the peripheral tubes but ivithin the vertical grid system (Rows 26 through
145) can also move vertically. However, movement is restricted to the distance vertically up to
the neighboring tube (nominally [ ]"). Once the severed tube reaches the tube above it,
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the movement is restricted by the support grid system and all other tubes connected to the
vertical grid. Hence, all tubes in rows 26 through 145 (except those located on the periphery),
will be limited to a nominal one-inch movement in the vertical direction.

Tubes located outside the vertical grid system (Rows I through 24) but not on the periphery may
be capable of moving up to [ 1a c In this case the tube above the severed tube is not
supported by the vertical grid and may be moved out of the way. However, once the severed tube
"squeezes" between two intact tubes its horizontal movement is limited and it would be captured
by tubes in the next higher tube row. Therefore, the maximum vertical distance any tube other
than peripheral tubes can move is limited to approximately [ jac (for tubes in Rows I
through 25) or [ Pa c (for Rows 25 through 145). There is no restriction of movement for
the peripheral tubes (total of 175).

7.2 EDM CUTTING EFFECTS

EDM cutting generates mild heat in the cut area. There was a concern that the cutting process
would obstruct the leakage path. To determine the effects of the EDM cutting process, an Alloy
600 tube was rolled into a tubesheet collar, and two cuts were made using the same process that
was used to make the EDM cuts in tie leak test samples. These EDM cuts were made [

1a c e Figure 7-5 provides the
results of this metallography. The figure shows two different magnifications of the same area.
The photos show the tube wall in a longitudinal cross section, and the thicker tubesheet collar.
The tubesheet and tube are separated by a narrow annular gap. The cut is slightly wider than the
40 mil wide electrode that was used to make the cut near the inner surface of the tube. The cut
penetrates through the tube wall completely and goes into the tubesheet wall slightly.

There is no evidence whatsoever of the cut causing blockage of the narrow annulus between the
tube and the tubesheet. The annular gap remains relatively constant along the entire length of the
sample, even in the vicinity of the cut. There is also no evidence of the tube pulling away from
the tubesheet in the vicinity of the cut.
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7.3 EXPLANSION TAPER

Microscopic examination of tubes and tubesheet collars removed after pullout testing indicate
that a taper is very small to non-existent. It is reasonable to expect that a taper would not result
because of the process design and controls. A review of the CE-designed joint process
(Reference 4) showed that the plastic charge carrier of the explansion charge extended beyond
the secondary face of the tubesheet. The plastic served two purposes: (1) to hold the position of
the primer cord and (2) to carry the explosive force uniformly through the range of the tubcsheet.
The explosive force carry function apparently is effective in providing a distinct transition from
the explanded to non-explanded tube diameter and negating any reduction in contact at or just
below the bottom of the transition, i.e., taper. The review of the CE-designed joint process
described in Reference 4 indicated that any taper in the charge assembly plastic carrier was
considered a defect and was rejected. NDE measurements of tubesheet joints do not indicate the
presence of a taper in operating units or in the test mockups.

7.4 NDE AXIAL POSITION UNCERTAINTY

The W* (Reference 24) NDE measurement uncertainties were reviewed for applicability to the
CE-designed steam generators. Model 51 steam generators have 0.875 inch OD, 50 mil wall
thick tubes that are explosively expanded into the tubesheet. The EPRI database for NDE
techniques provides a qualified technique for the +Point probe detection of flaws in expansion
transitions which has been qualified for both Model 51 and CE design steam generator tubes. By
extension, based on the fact that the +Point capability is better away from the transition because
of reduced probability of probe shoe lift-off, the NDE uncertainties developed for the W* region
below the top of the tubesheet are taken here as equivalent for CE-designed units.

NDE Uncertainties for Inspection Distance Measurement

NDE uncertainties were developed for the required inspection distance using test specimen and
NDE analysis results for WEXTEX expansions reported in Reference 24. The data in this report
were reanalyzed to obtain the NDE length uncertainties associated with the distance between the
bottom of the expansion transition (BET) and an axial crack tip or circumferential crack located
more than 5 inches below the top of the tubesheet. The NDE sample configurations, NDE data
acquisition and analysis and the resulting NDE uncertainties are described below.

NDE Sample Configurations ,

To provide the "ground truth" for the determination of the NDE uncertainties, four single-tube
and five tubes from a 21-tube mockup with explosively expanded tubesheet joints were prepared
with 50% throughwall, ID-originated EDM notches of varying lengths, inclination angles, and,
elevations relative to the top of the simulated tubesheet collar and the BET. The "ground truth" is
taken as the actual value or true value for the flaw size upon which the NDE measurement is
compared. Single-tube samples (NDE-01-1, NDE-01-2, and NDE-02-1 in Table 7-1) were
machined with axial EDM notches positioned at various elevations. The axial flaws on an
individual sample were all of the same length; as were the inclined flaws on NDE-0 1-2 and
NDE-02- 1. For sample NDE-02-2, all thbeaxial flaws were nominally 1.0 inches long and had no
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intentional inclination, but their spacing was varied to obtain a sense of the resolving power of
three rotating coil configurations. Five samples designated TVA- 10, 11, 12, 19, and 20 were part
of a 21 tube, explosively expanded tubesheet mockup which contained axial notches of different
lengths positioned at various elevations relative to the top of the tubesheet.

The position of the BET was determined for each sample. This was performed by measurements
of the ID of the samples at different positions around the tube ID with an indicator (single tube
mockups) to find the unexpanded elevation of the transition. For the single tube samples, an
average of BET elevation measurements made at 450 intervals is applied to define the reference
BET position for the NDE uncertainties. For the TVA samples, two measurements were made of
the distance from the top of the tube to the tubesheet and to the BET. An average of the two
measurements is used to define the BET positions for the TVA samples. Table 7-1 provides the
positions and lengths of the flaws as well as the position of the BET on the samples.

NDE Data Acquisition and Analysis

The samples were tested with bobbin coils and rotating probes equipped with 3 coils, a 0.1 15"
pancake, a +Point configuration, and a 0.080" pancake. Testing was performed at 900 rpm, at an
axial translation speed of 0.6" per second at a sampling rate (1000 per second) sufficient to
assure that the digitization rate at the tube OD exceeded 30 per inch in both the circumferential
and the axial directions; each sample was examined twice. Two analysts were employed to
evaluate the data, such that two separate measurements were provided for each parameter of
interest for each coil employed.

NDE Uncertainties for BET to Crack Tip Uncertainty

The distance from the bottom of the expansion transition (BET) to a crack tip requires an
undegraded tube length to resist tube pullout and support leakage considerations. The NDE
uncertainty on this length measurement is needed to define the total length requirement for
inspection. The BET to crack tip length can be measured directly by a rotating coil probe or
obtained by combining measurements for the TTS to BET and TTS to crack tip. In this study,
measurements for the TTS to BET distance were made using bobbin and 115 mil coils, and TTS
to crack tip measurements were made using 115 mil, 80 mil and +Point coils. For uniformity in
the analysis of the eddy current data, the position of the crack tip and the location of the BET
were located relative to the top of the tubeshect. To determine the uncertainty of measurement of
the uppermost crack tip relative to the BET, the uncertainties of the individual measurements
(TTS-BET, T'FS-Crack Tip) were calculated and combined to obtain the BET to crack tip
uncertainty.

The NDE uncertainties based on bobbin and 115 mil pancake coil measurements for the TTS to
BET length are given under the "Direct Measurements" column in Table 7-2. Uncertainties for
the TTS to an axial crack tip or a circumferential crack are dependent upon the distance from the
top of the tubesheet with the uncertainties tending to increase with distance below the TTS. To
reflect pullout length requirements, only indications with the crack simulations located more than
5 inches below the TTS were included in the uncertainty evaluation. The NDE uncertainties for
the TTS to crack location were obtained for the 11 5 mil, +Point and 80 mit coils as also shown
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under the "Direct Measurements" column in Table 7-2. The upper 95% confidence values for the
NDE uncertainties in Table 7-2 are obtained as the mean plus 1.645 times the standard deviation.

The NDE uncertainties from the direct measurements in Table 7-2 can be combined to obtain the
BET to axial crack tip or circumferential crack length uncertainties. The mean error is obtained
as the difference between'the TTS to crack and TTS to BET mean values. The combined
standard deviation is obtained as the square root of the sum of squares of the individual standard
deviations. The resulting uncertainties are dependent upon whether the bobbin coil or the 115 mil
coil is used to measure the TTS to BET distance due principally to differences in the mean errors
for the two coils. The resulting NDE uncertainties for the distance from the BET to an axial
crack tip or to a circumferential crack at m'onre than 5 inches below the TTS are given under the
"Combined Measurements" column in Table 7-2.

The BET to crack length uncertainties at th6 95% confidence level arc smaller for the bobbin coil
measurements than the 115 mil coil due to the difference in the mean error (positive for bobbin
and negative forl 15 PC). The standard deviations for the combined uncertainties are dominated
by the values for the TTS to crack length measurements, which are much larger than the values
for the TTS to BET length. At the upper 95% level, the BET to crack NDE uncertainties are
bounded by about [ ]awct for bobbinr coil location of the BET and by about [ ]ace
for 115 mil location of the BET.

7.5 NDE CHARACTERIZATION OF TUBESHEET HOLE SURFACE ROUGHNESS

Bobbin coil testing was performed on each of the samples after all leak testing was completed.
Testing was performed to emphasize tubesheet hole roughness. The bobbin coil testing provided
documentation of the bobbin coil characteristics of these samples for comparison with in-
generator results, if necessary.

Samples I and 3 were hand pulled samples, and an estimated (EST) scale was established using
the tubesheet set to 8 inches (part of the tube had been pulled out of the tubesheet). Voltages
were normalized to the [ 1ac channel that was set to [

3a]c All measurements were [ 1ac

Table 7-3 presents a summary of the random noise measurements and Table 7-4 provides an
objective ranking of the noise values as well as a subjective ranking of the noise in the graphics.
It appears that all samples with noise valules less than [ 1ac are smooth bore, while those
with rough bores have values greater than [ ],c The samples are ranked according to
noise level. It is expected that a similar rank basis can be used for leakage, with leakage
decreasing as bore finish roughness increases.
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Table 7-1: NDE Test Sample Identification, BET Positions and Flaw Positions

Sample Top of Top of
Top of Tube TTS Tube TTS BET to

Tube to to to to Crack to Crack
TTS BET BET Notch Center of Length Crack Tip Tip Circ.

(Inch) (Inch) (Inch) ID Crack (hIch) (Inch) (Inch) Position Comment

.... =.

I I = = II

a,c,e
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Table 7-1: NDE Test Sample Identification, BET Positions and Flaw Positions (continued)

Top of Top of
Top of Tube TTS Tube TT'S BET to
Tube to to to to Crack to Crack

T1S BET BET Notch Center of Length Crack Tip Tip Circ.
Sample I (Inch) (Inch) (Inch) ID Crack (Inch) (Inch) (Inch) Position Comment

_ _ ~~ f f _ _7_ _ 1 1_ 1_ 1_ 1_ ___I__ _I______I_____1[L1 1: = _ ....--- 7-1--

a,c,e
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Table 7-2: Summary of NDE Uncertainties for Indications Below the TTS in Explosive Expansions

Measuremcnt Probe
Standard Upper 95%

Meanl I Deviation Confidence Comments a,c,c
=

4 I

4 + 4 4 4

1- 1 4 4

4 4 & 4

i

| ~I FI
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Table 7-3: Random Noise Measurements in Tubesheet

I .Average
._ ;:; . Noise

Tube ID Degree Percent 550/100Mix Location Volts (Volts)

_ _ _ I 1_ _ 1 -;''' __ _ __ _ 1 '1__ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ I _ _ _ _I ,1 -: - 1_ _ 1_ _ _

___11___ __ 11___
_ _1 _ _ t _ _ __ _ _ _

a,b,c

I I_ _ I I_ _ I _ _ _ _ I

I 4 t I 1- 1-

4 *1- 4 I 1- 1-

I I

4- 4 I 4 4- +

4- 4 I 4 4 4

4 I I 4 4

4- 4 I 1 4 4
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Table 7-4: Random Noise Sample Ranking

Measured Ranking
Average Based on

Noise Noise Tubesheet
Rank Observed Hole

Sample From in Bore
ID Table 7-3 Graphics Type

[ r I

I _=

a,b,c
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Figure 7-1: Miscellaneous Views of Upper Bundle Support Structures.
I~pp I
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a,c,e

Figure 7-2: Bend Region Tube Supports.
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a,c,e

Figure 7-3: Vertical and Horizontal Strip Arrangement.
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ace

Figurc 7-4: Vertical Grid Geometry.
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a

Figure 7-5: Results of EDM Cut Through the Tube Wall and Partially into the Tubeshect.
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8.0 DEFINITIONS

ARC - Alternate repair criteria are approvals by NRC to utilize specific criteria for repair
decisions based on detection of flaws.

BET- Bottom of the explansion transition:

BTA - Bore Trepanning Association process for machine boring. A process improvement
employed for tubesheet drilling applicable to Plant CE2 (only one steam generator), Plant CE3
and the Plant CG replacement steam generators

Collar - Tubesheet mockups were fabricated from tubeshect bar stock material SA-508, Class 3.
The machined bar stock in which a tube was explosively expanded was referred to in this project
as a collar.

EOC - End of the operating cycle.

Explansion- Explosive expansion of tubing into a Combustion Engineering steam generator
tubesheet.

Joint - The tube and tubeshect contact surface area created by the explansion process.

Leakage criteria - The criterion for tube collar testing is set at 0.1 gpm total leakage from one
steam generator. The technical specifications LCO for accident induced leakage value of 0.5
gpm per steam generator is reduced by one-fifth (i.e. 0.1 gpm) to provide margin for leaks from
other potential degradation types. The criterion conservatively assumes that the leakage of 0.1
gpm is from 100% of the tubes in the steam generator that have throughwall flaws present at the
threshold length below the hot leg BET.

LCO - Technical specifications limiting condition for operation.

NODP - Normal operating differential pressure. RCS pressure minus SG pressure at normal full
power operating conditions.

Pullout force - The force required to overcome the joint static and sliding friction such that tube
movement within the tubesheet may occur.

POD - Probability of detection based on the ability of an NDE technique to indicate the presence
of a flaw.

Rough Bore - The machined surface on the inside diameter of each rough bore collar was drilled
on a lathe to a surface roughness not greater than 250 micro-inches (AA) to mockup the gun-
drilled tubesheet hole surface.

SLB - The design basis event known as main steam line break.
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Smooth Bore - The machined surface on the inside diameter of each smooth bore collar was
drilled on a lathe to a surface roughness not geater than 250 micro-inches (AA) and then reamed
to increase smoothness to mockup tile BTA process tubesheet hole surface.

Taper - The theoretically incomplete contact near the top of the joint just below the explansion
transition. The W* topical report increased the threshold length to account for an approximately
0.7" taper.

Threshold length- The tube to tubeshect joint length below the BET that provides a sufficient
contact force to preclude Pullout at 3NODP and leakage at SLB pressures.

TTS - Top of the tubesheet
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APPENDIX A

Summary of Room Temperature Leak Test Results
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SUiMMNIARY OF ROOIMI TEMPERATURE WINDSOR LAB LEAK TEST RESULTS

Average Pump
Joint Delta Stroke Leak

Bore Length Pressure Volume Rate
Sample Type (inches) (psid) (ml) (gpm)

a,b,c

4.

+
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SUMMARY OF ROOM TEMPERATURE WINDSOR LAB LEAK TEST RESULTS

(continued)

Average Pump
Joint DelIta Stroke Leak

Bore Length Pressure Volume Rateabc
Sample Type (inches)*I '(psid) (ml) (gpm) bc
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SUMMARY OF ROOMI TEMPERATURE WINDSOR LAB LEAK TEST RESULTS

(continued)

Average Pump
Joint Delta Stroke Leak

Bore Length Pressure Volume Rate
Sample Type (inches) (psid) (ml) (gpm) _

r _= =

a,b,c
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SUMMARY OF ROOM TEMPERATURE STD LAB LEAK TEST RESULTS

(The table on this page provides the chronological order in which the tests were conducted for each samplc)

Average
Joint Delta Method of Leak

Bore Length Water Pressure Leak Rate Rate
Sample Type (inches) Chemistry* (psid) Measurement (gpm)

Explanation of STD Water Chemistry:

_ _ I _ __ I _ _ I __ I _ _ _ _

Wate I I Codctvt
Chmsr yeo ae 2(p) p P/m

alb,c

K
I,b,c

-
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APPENDIX B

Summary of Elevated Temperature Lcak Test Results
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I

I I Average Pump
Joint Target Average Delta Stroke Leak

Bore Length Primary Temp Temp Pressure Volume Rate
|Sample Type (inches) Fluid (°F) (°) (psid) (ml) (gpm)l a,b,c

1'V-WIN = Windsor Simulated Primary Water (Fable continued on next page)
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I

_ I I Average Pump
Joint . .Target -Aeae Delta Stroke Leak

Bore Length Primary Temp Temp Pressure Volume Rate
Sample_ _ Type: (inches) Fluid ' ( (°F) (- psid) (rml) (gpm) a,b,c

i

I

. .I

I

II
t

I
� -I

j

4- 4

4- t 4

4- 4

4 4 4- 4

1- t l

+ 4

+ * 4

. i

- I__,.

l l l

PW-WIN = Windsor Simulated Primary Water (Table continued on next page)
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I

Bore
Type

Joint
Length

(inches)
Primary

Fluid

Target
Temp

(OF)

Average
Temp

(OF)

Average
Delta

Pressure
(psid)

Pump
Stroke

Volume
(ml)

Leak
Rate
(gpm)

a,b,cSample

4- 4 + 4 4 4- +

4- +

4- +

4- +

4- +

4- +

__ __ I __ __

I 1 1- t

___ I __ _

,.- . . -

PW-WIN = Windsor Simulated Primary Water
* = Large pump used instead of small pump

(Table continued on next page)
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. I . Average | Pump
Joint Target Average Delta: Stroke Leak

Bore Length Primary Temp Temp Pressure Volume Rate
Sample Type (inches) Fluid (0F) (0F) (psid) (ml) (gpm) a,b,c

An.
_

I' W-WIN = Windsor Simulated Primary Water i
* = Large pump used instead of small pump - - !

(-I abe continued on next page)
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IAverage Method
Jo i nt Ta rg et Av e mgeA ventge Delta or Pum L ea k

Bore Length Primary Temp Temp Pressure Stroke Rate
Sample Type (inches) Fluid (OF) (OF) (psid) Vol (ml) (gpm) a,,b,c

1 9 4-

, , 4.

4 9 r-

I

I t I

PW-STD = STD Simulated Primary Water Dl 02-STD = STD Oxygenated Deionized Water

I
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APPENDIX C

LEAK RATE VS TIME PLOTS AT SLB
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Leak Rate vs. Time (Sample 1, x=3", P=SLB)
a,b,c
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Leak Rate vs. Time (Sample 2, x=3", P=SLB) a,b,c
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Leak Rate vs. Time (Sample 2, x--2", P=SLB)
a,b,c
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Leak Rate vs. Time (Sample 2, x=1l.5", P=SLB)
a,b,c
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Leak Rate vs. Time (Sample 3, x4", P=SLB)
a,b,c
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abc
Leak Rate vs. Time (Sample 3, x--3", P'=SLB)

The above plot includes lines through the pressure and leak rate data to clarify the engineering judgment that was used to select the
leak rate. From 33 to 35 minutes, the pressure and the leak rate were relatively stable. Prior to 33 minutes, the leak rates were either
unsteady or less conservative. After the 35 minute point in the test, the pressure began to increase and the leak rate followed the
pressure. [

Ia C.e Also see note 5 of Table 4-2.
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Leak Ratc vs. Time (Sample 3, x=2", P=SLB)
ab,c
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Leak Rate vs. Time (Sample 4, x=4", P=SLB)
a,b,c

I .. .
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Leak Ratc vs. Timc (Samplc 4, x=3", P=SLB)

a,b,c

-
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Leak Rate vs. Time (Sample 5, x=3", P=SLB)
a,b,c
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Leak Rate vs. Time (Samplc 5, x=2.5", P=SLB)
a7bc
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Leak Rate (Sample 6, x=2.25", P=SLB)
a,b,c
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Leak Rate vs. Thne (Samplc 7, x=3", P=SLB)

a,b,c

1
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Leak Rate vs. Time (Samplc 7, x=2", P=SLB)
a,b,c
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Leak Ratc vs. Time (Sample 36, x=5.5", P=SLB)
a,b,c
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Leak Rate vs. Time (Sample 36, x=3.5", P=SLB)
a,bc
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Leak Rate vs Time (Sample 37, x=5.5", P=SLB)
a,b,c
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Leak Rate vs. Time (Sample 37, x--3.5", P=SLB)

a,b,c
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APPENDIX D
1,

EXCLUDED LEAK RATE DATA

Average
Joint Target Average Delta:, Leak

Bore Length Primary Temp Temp Pressure Rate
Sample Type (inches) Fluid (OF) (OF) (psid) (gpm) a,b,c

The table provides a summary of the data that was excluded from Appendix B and was not used
in any analysis. The excluded data for samples 2, 5 and 6 were tests that were conducted at the
Windsor, CT facilities. In all of the Windsor excluded tests, a steady state leak rate was never
achieved; the leak rates, temperatures and pressures reported in the table are the average over the
length of the test. These leak rates are not comparable to those used to determine the C*
inspection length; the C* inspection lengths were derived from leak rate data with established
leak rates. The leak rates provided in the table for the Windsor tests do not represent the leak
rate at any given condition and the assignment of a leak rate would be arbitrary.

The excluded data for sample 7 were tests that were conducted at the Churchill, PA facilities.
These data were excluded for falling outside of temperature specifications. Few of the STD
excluded tests achieved a stable leak rate, however the range of leakage, temperature and
pressures experienced during the test were not quite as large as the Windsor tests.
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Assuming that the average leak rates provided in the table for sample 7 are somewhat
representative of the leak rate from each of the tests, then a rough comparison can be made with
test data that was taken under controlled conditions of temperature and pressure. Appendix B
provides the established leak rate data taken from Sample 7, with a joint length of 2 inches.

At a pressure differential of 1255 psid (roughly NODP), Sample 7 had a leak rate of [
jabC All of the excluded Sample 7 NODP tests shown in the table

were conducted at temperatures higher than the target temperature; all of the Sample 7 NODP
leak rates shown in the table are less than [ Iawbec

At a pressure differential of 2619 psid (roughly SLB), Sample 7 had a Icak rate of[
I ,bc One of the excluded Sample 7 SLB tests shown in the table

was conducted at a temperature higher than the target temperature; that one leak rates shown in
the table is less than [ ]a b c Three of the excluded Sample 7 SLB tests shown in
the table were conducted at a temperature lower than the target temperature; those leak rates
shown in the table are all greater than [ jabc

These observations are consistent with the general observation that, near 600'F, a decrease in
temperature will cause an increase in the leak rate and vice versa. The excluded Sample 7 data is
not very different from the Sample 7 joint length of 2 inches) data that was used in the analysis.

The excluded data would not have significantly altered the conclusions of this C* report.
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APPENDIX E

TEST DATES

Dates of Tests Conducted in Windsor

Sample Date of First Leak Test Date of Last Leak Test Date of Last Pullout Screening Test

1 7/31/2003 8/8/2003 8/8/2003

2 8/4/2003 9/12/2003 9/18/2003

3 8/18/2003 9/23/2003 9/24/2003

4 8/19/2003 9/16/2003 9/18/2003

5 8/6/2003 9/7/2003 9/8/2003

6 8/13/2003 9/15/2003 9/18/2003

7 9/11/2003 9/22/2003 9/24/2003

36 11/19/2003 11/25/2003 N/A

37 11/18/2003 11/21/2003 N/A

Dates of Tests Conducted in Churchill

Sample Date of First Leak Test Date of Last Leak Test

7 3/22/2004 5/11/2004

37 3/24/2004 5/14/2004
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